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The Contextual Imperative 

One of our primary concerns is to find a way in which language must 
ultimately yield to the dangerous life-force in memory and hope. In doing 
so, con text and history, and therefore suffering and redemption, will begin 
to be considered as more urgent for the possibilities of contemporary 
poetry and politics than will the idolizing oflanguage that has so preoccu
pied avant-garde poetry and post-structuralist thinking over the past two 
decades. We believe at this time that poetry must catalyze and aid in the 
sustainment of a passionate insurgency. The violence of poetry's deliver
ance must be directed at perpetual empowerments , and the language of 
poetry must put into focus a role for the human in the deliverance of victims 
from the daily miseries inflicted by the politicians and the bourgeoisie. 

We are interested in a radical transparency oflanguage that maintains 
particular ties with mimesis and narrative, both of which remain crucial in 
the strugg le against the onslaught of multi-national capitalism, as, for 
example, in the ways in which language is used for resistance by the 
oppressed in Western and particularly non-Western cultures. Poetry in the 
mainstream today is a watershed for higher forms of middle and upper
middle class compliciry and complacency at the level oflanguage. Whereas 
Language poetry , in reproducing and mimicking the methods and lan
guage of contemporary capitalism, ultimately commits itself to the same 
anonymity, alienation, and social atomization of the subject in history that 
underlie capitalist geo-politics. Thus we feel that in the present poetical and 
political climate a merely avant-garde ideology of the politics of poetry no 
longer suffices when, for instance , Reagan's, Bush 's, and Quayle 's extem 
poraneous public comments are themselves a kind of Language poeuy: any 
language that creates or reflects the kinds of diversions and sedations 
required for the triumph of capital is, finally , a language of denial. 

A desire for radical transparency in language is not, of course, a return 
to the formation of conventional meaning and narrative as they have been 
created by the ruling classes throughout Western history. However, instead 
of attempting to dismantle this ruling order at the level oflanguage, poetry 
must again confront the historical by means of a language of revolution, a 
language built upon an acknowledgment of context as well as an acknowl
edgment of others chat neither effaces nor assimilates them. Much of the 
avant-garde work of recent years exhibits an almost stupefied preoccupa-
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tion with mediacy, method, and the condition of signs, etc.: what have 
become the new transcendental categories of our time. This preoccupation 
is a consequence of years of bourgeois rationalization oflanguage- theories 
of language purchased at the expense of an originary, immediate, and 
therefore revolutionary use of words. More liberating than alienation and 
exclusion of the reader by a blind prioriry given to signs is language written 
from solicitude. The carcasses of history that pass bloody and defeated 
before all of our eyes are not mere signs, but instead always th reaten to 
rupture, and do rupture, constantly, the order of signs. The limits of our 
languages should never be the limits of our worlds. 

For the victims, then , of this ongoing cultural and histor ical failure of 
theory and poetry , we feel, now, the need to abstain from any idolatry of 
discourse that would lead one to valorize language, much less give it form, 
as an object with which one is free to play. We are never free in the presence 
of language. In our minds, one of the most obvious examples of the 
shortcomings of this free-play ideology , both in the form of active reader 
theory and the shifting signifier , is that of a jury being able to "read" a video 
of Rodney King being beaten by the police in terms of Rodney King being 
a threat to those officers, ther eby acquitting them . That is, the reader/juror 
is "liberated," but only from acute historical awareness of, and responsibil
iry for, the crushed bod y of the victim . In the face of atrociry, poeti cs should 
be less concerned with the free-play of the signifier and the reading subject 
than with the possibilities of justice for and vindication of the subjected. 

Poetry's madness leads to love. Anguish and the ecstatic, not play and 
the ironic, are the tears in the fabric of ideology. Irony and play completely 
depend upon the continued existence of that toward which they are ironic 
and playful. Anguish and the ecstatic allow for the entrance of context, 
while also allowing a more obscure movem ent to replace our own . 
Moreover, in espousing the sacred, the erotic, and the prophetic we are at 
the same time calling for a resistance to tran scendence and gnosis. We are 
calling forth the influx of a fundamental materiality threatening hege
mon y. For this we would urge a squandering of power, not a dissembling 
or hiding of it. We wish to reclaim the capacity for responsibility and 
action, and for a language at the mercy of collective will and memory, all 
of which the bureaucrats and technocrats, the politician s, the scientists, the 
bourgeo is intellectuals, as well as other mediators have attempted to 
eradicate from our lives. 

We are facing the challenge of reclaiming for the act of writing a 
significance in sweeping contrast to anything considered valuable in the 
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university and its poetry and poetics programs. Contextual and material 
imperativ es must swiftly be brought to the point of release, revisiting 
language to mandate implacable patterns of social revision - of total 
compassion - more foreboding than the prospect of warfare or wrath. 
Poetry must be reopened to and by the contextual, and influx mad e to be 
the source of language: not, however , of language "as such," but of a 
language in history , a language in bondage to indomitable desire, to 
classlessness, to the future age. It is through language, then, in its being in 
the strictest sense a manifestation of context, that context persists as the 
sacred. A text is never more material than th e context within which, and 
because of which, it is written. As a result, any poetry that foregrounds a 
non-contextual materiality reifies language, and does so by confusing 
politics with aesthetics, responsibility with the play of signs. 

Instead of exalting the conditions in which context is sacrificed to 
language , perhaps we should sustain in hop e and memory the possibility 
of doing precisely the opposite: perhap s we sho uld sacrifice langua ge to 
context, in a leap from texrualicywithour end to irrevocable acts of violence 
against both self and state. The ecstatic is a pact with destruction. We 
cannot know, and must never presume, that the world as text is all that is 
the case. For it is to justice itself, the last unknown quantity of our time , 
chat the empowerments must now be brought. If texts are not realizations 
of anything other than attention to language , if they are not in a relation 
to that on which justice and redemption depend, and if they are not, 
therefore, sacred in relation to the tyrannized, to labor and the living dead , 
th en these non-r epresentational texts are simply reifications of the lack of 
political representation, and hence tools of the state. Context must 
dominate language to the extent to which existence is dominated by 
injustice. 

It is only in the past two decades - with, for example, the decline of 
Communism, the wars of the West against Islam and in Asia, and th e U.S. 
presence in Latin America - that capitalism has acquired for itself the 
possibility of becoming thoroughly global. In such political, economic, 
and ecological conditions, we feel that reading and writing should be less 
concerned with their own textualicy and more concerned with justice. The 
dominant poetries of our time are in no way as threatening, or as excessive, 
as language should be. At no moment in recent history has poetry so clearly 
suffered for the refusal of those who partake of it to sacrifice their lives. Why 
must we not live and die for a more irresistible cause than chat of a fetish 
for signs? Whereas thos e on whose language an emphasis perpetually falls 
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always lie, those to whom meaning is denied are left to die. Forever 
bu rdened with a history of crushed resistance and suppressed traditions, 
the capitalist-imperial mythos of pro gress - and with it th e avant-gard e 
history of Eurocentric "innovation " and "experiment " - at this tim e 
warrant tireless scrutiny. Poetry must grind at inequiry, incessantly. 

THE EDITORS 
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Edward Dorn 

from: Langue d'Oc Around the Cloe 

TOMAS TORQUEMADA-first Inqui sitor General 
for all Spanish Tiossessions and 
Master of the rooting out of disbelievers. 

'To the people, all religions were equally true . 
To the philosopher, all religions were equally false. 
And to the State, all religions were equally useful. " 

The Inquisitor-General: 

Edward Gibbon, The Decline and Fall 
of the Roman Empire 

the life and effects of Torquemada 
Nephew of Juan de Torquemada-Turrecremata en Valladolid, 
translated into the new world of Yucatan a city of freaks, 
dwarfs with splayed limb s, withered membranes, 
eyes polished over with pearly deficiencies, endemic scabs 
and crooked bones, all the psychic horror of the New World 
cpmfrpmtatopm (i.e., confrontation) 
crashing and bleeding out on the shores of a freako 
azteko bloody interlude between beauty and heaven 
bleeding out into the gutters and borders where all comers 
regardless of gender are waiting anxiously for their period; 
the stress of birth and living without the aid of virus
and note! here in the definitive state of America that stress 
is the New World ailment -all shipped this was 
across the narrow Atlantic, over the far resultant 
& murky entang lements of]ean Rhys's sea 
by Tomas Torquemada, the very first of the moderns
greater than his near contemporary , 
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Because Nicolle Machiavelli's articulation 
of the sophisticated evils of state craft are more complex 
and more difficult to acquire than the techniques of torture, 
which are quickly mastered by persons whose 
only special talent would be a perverse imagination , a thing 
so widespread as to be common, but also, 
there's the dark probability that the willingness 
to inflict systematic and progressive pain 
is genetically transmitted-how else are some few 
naturally better at it-but the studies are too appalling to cite. 

jHail Torquemada! Saint Ilain! utterly neglected 
in the pantheon of the great professional providers of suffering. 
So that, all the more cheated 
is He who knew and practised the most. 

* 

Tomas Torquemada became the tutor and the confessor 
of Isabella, the infanta, when she was eight, when 
her mother took her regularly to Segovia. 
He was then Prior of the convent of Santa Cruz . 
This was around 1430 of the Christian time- already 
Torquemada had refused the highest theological degrees 
out of disdain for earthl y advancement. And in fact 

this great Dominican was the truest Dog 
the Lord ever had, because he exacted from Isabella 
the fateful and famous promise that she 
would make it her principal business, when she ruled, 
to chastise and destroy heretics-so saith Esprit Flechier, 
bishop ofN1me - and thus was planted the seed 
of the greatest humiliation since the torture of Christ, 
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and the most exacting instruction ever rendered 
on the political advantages of religious submission , 
and the preparation for that most tremendous engine 
any state ever had at its disposal anywhere: the Spanish Inquisition
and altho certainly that adjective goes without saying, 
we must remember and never ever forget, 
the fact and operation of said righteous torture 
is the envy of the Irish, the Poles, the Israelis, 
and probably the Albanians-and this list 
leaves out Vodoun and chicken blood and cigar smoke. 

Tomas Torquemada invented the modern 
and the post modern world-and set the style 
for the future application of violence. 
Because the nerve centers are fixt, electricity only 
effects the mode , not the phenomenology-
and another thing: the world habit of deploring the practise 
yet supporting the regime is older than diplomacy. 

And so Isabella was the destined backer, 
created out of Torquemada's genius 
for torture in the venture capital enterprise 
known as the discovery of the Americas. 
All that kicking against the scapegoat Columbus 
in the terminus of the millennium 
was just further superfluous proof 
that the boatloads of subsequent fools 
dispatched to do the dirty work still don 't understand 
they were nothing more than a pitiful riddance. 
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Quelle Cite! 

Torquemada was for sure the mentor 
to the traffic engineer of Monrpellier-
-one way streets in rypical medieval orbit, 
the visible control pattern of Medieval traffic. 
Torquemada's dictum-the greater the profession 
and the more fervent the protest, then 
all the more greater the inevitable application 
of strappado and rack and wheel. 

But there isn't any particular evidence 
that even Torquemada 
would have gone for one-way streets-it's almost 
certain the system would have struck him as too much 
unimpeded liberry , and the metaphorical implications 
endarkened his deeply sombre suspicions. 

It is the stern truth , the traffic map of Montpellier 
was designed to be test driven by Torquemada
only a truly great fanatic could endure its stresses 
where to enjoy it would put one 
beyond the bounds of any disciple known. 

But as you look around the environs 
you can see for all their testiness, 
the French have learnt their lesson-
that free intellect is bought at a terrible price. 
Lady Liberry must be strapped down into singular flow
an accommodation few barbarian nations ever come to. 

There is a town for every mood; 
there is a cast for every scene; there is 
a petite car parked in every space-
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these people have been playing host 
to every invading horde since horses 
and riders and walkers and feet. 

Tisychologically it is the Quebec 
of the Roman suburbs 
But immensely warmer, 
and unimaginably wealthier-
collecting rents unbroken from the 12th Century. 
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Do the Simon de Montfort I Do le Busard 

Qui frappe'n sur la porte?! 

C' est moi, c' est moi 
Simon de Montfort! 

0 non! 0 non! 
Ce n' est pas Simon de Montfort?! 

Si! Si! C' est moi, c' est moi 
Simon de Montfort, 
Levez-vous la pone! 

0 non! 0 non! 
C'est Simon de Montfort
Vite! Vite! 
Fermez la porte! 
C' est le busard , Simon de Montfort! 

Mais non! Demandez la porte! 
C' est moi, Simon de Montfort! 
Ouvrez la pone, ouvrez la porte! 
C'es t moi, Simon de Montfort! 

Simon de Montfort? Vraiment? 

Simon de Montfort-oui! 

0 non! 0 non! Le Busard! 
T elephonez a la gendarmerie! 
Vite vite, tout de suite! 
T elephonez a la gendarmerie! 
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Fourteen Ninety Two: thoughts on the Genoan 

Christopher Colon had a lot of fortitude
he was a never-say-die dude . 

That's why all the clamoring Irreconcilables 
and half-casts secretly envy him, because 

He had the kind of macho they admire
lying to the crew, faking the charrs, 

Hiding the true log, conning the Queen
she' s soon to be made Saint Isabel, by the way. 

And it has to be for funding his enterprise 
why else? For flaying all those heretics? Forget it. 

It was his Discovery-the only other half 
of the true world left to discover-the Hittites? 

What a laugh! Why would they have bothered, 
they could get their beards braided at the local oasis. 

He knew it wasn't India but he stuck 
to his guns because that was generic, and good enough, 

For everything in that direction, and in some ways, 
including a penchant for plague, it still is. 

* 

Only the idiotically peevish get mired 
in the diminution of the adventures of the past. 
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But the real lesson in the study of this case 
is in the present style of proprietary rights, 

He 'd have the royalties on all those seeds
Tomatoes , potatoes, corn, beans and squash . 

Hey! he 'd be richer than Europa! and Bill Gates 
put together (Europa would scare Bill, he's no bull). 

It is certainly true-
the people who welcomed him were treated like shit. 

But that wasn 't new then and it's not new now-
like the genocide wrought by the Ladinos on the Upland Maya. 

Everything Sefior Columbus did goes still. 
He not only "found it" when it wasn't lost, 
he made it stick-for good or ill. 
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Modern times A la Plage de Palombaggia 

Two jets of the Franco/C orsican Airforce 
stream toward Bonafacio and out over the water 
from where we have just come off 
a tour of the limestone caves, 
the entrance of one in the shape of Napoleon's hat 
(the promptitude of the French to compare everything 
has been widely noticed). 

We looked across the straits of Bonafacio, 
thought of the swarthy Sardaigne 
waiting to break the lock on our trunk, 
remembered Odysseus shuddered at the name of the place 
and just blew them a kiss 
across the bows of the pitching mafia yachts, 
and headed north toward Porto Vecchio. 

But befor e we even got there 
the flashing jets return 
streaming well ahead of their sound track 
toward the field at Bastia-
a ten minute tour of Sardinia 
in the time we 've only thought about it. 
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Petra Kelly-recalling German Green, 1992 

When Petra Kelly shot herself 
I was right beside her in my heart 
and my admirat ion for her steadfastness 
was complete and totally unlike 
what I feel for the black-boy whips of McDonna 
or the earlier pretenders like Jane and Joan, 
in the brief history of corrective sensibi lity. 

The careful medi ation of her 
American accent, the pure Georgetown 
german welcwaves in the background. 

Cercainment, why hang around 
for the land to fill up with genetically resentful and 
overproduced Southerners just so the pretenders 
can get their carpets vacd? 

The history of the world has been written 
with the disappearing ink of those accounts 
and the pilfered wages of their solution-
the sine qua non of population dumping. 

jSalute! and so long Petra . 
For the price of a single round, you ducked 
the destiny you described, and gave the colour to, 
and framed-the born prophet 
of a finale full of Fall Out,-Bye Bye. 
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Mordecai 

Mordecai V anunu was the most brilliant Israeli. 
He was the merest, secret whizz 
in what's left of the conscience of the wilderness. 
Well named for Mordecai Day (Purim), 
the celebration of Spring over the destructive forces of Winter 
and the rainy season, The Fallout, 
and the dark night of radiation, so says my Hastings. 

First they hounded him in London, and they 
ferreted out his weakness with an irresistible 
sexo-sensational woman-they' re like 
the Russians in that way, 
they really know how to run women. Indeed 
he followed her like a frothing dog, dripping the foam 
of hydrophilic submission right into the planeseat 
to Rome and then on to Tel Aviv. And the Mondo Press 
slavered too, for all the world wanted to know the route 
Mordecai took to his eternal incarceration. 

He would have been thinking of Blowup 
when he slapped the window of the van 
with the ballpoint message on his hand
patty cake on the paddy wagon, 
as it rolled him into Sinai oblivion. 

And when the film was developed and blown up 
it revealed the whole secret archive and picture 
of everybody who'd made the bomb from Chicago 
to Moscow 
with the metaphor on the palm of his hand
Hail Mordecai! the most brilliant of the Israelites. 

[October , 1986] 
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Susan Thackrey 

Begun 

1. 

making my way 
through the metalled world 
brittle or molten barrelled 
to death by the smith's will 
deman ding entry my broken 
heart departing 
the channels 
as chattels 
beg mercy 
bear fire 
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2. 

so what is ic chat holds its shape 
shoe full of holes maintains its hold 
on us informs on us in time 
enough co watch the sun 
rise horizon heal 
infection where 
thirst for again runs 
out falling into 
light again 
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3. 

they lie between 
story on story 
mille feuille 
presumptuous cast 
of character 
moved to enlighten 
marvels of the past 
protection burdens 
boundaried 
out of sight 
breaking ground thing 
springs forth light 
springs forth 
out of heat breath 
breaks from air words 
from water 
again's intact 
agam 
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4. 

what happens to the same 
old story told 
to ears grown old 
in listening 
nothing except listen 
axes at the magic forest 
grown in the ear 
turning leaves light 
once on the forest floor 
but the same token 
flipped and 
saplings outstrip the stumps 
foiled in the leaves even 
Socrates succumbed 
to truth he said 
no one's tall because he's 
taller by a head or 
two truth and death are 
uncounted 
in the stones 
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5. 

unfounded just here 
rout from the front begins 
in water found 
in font 
unbapti zed sense of source 
yet true world shares a shape with me 
gapes in its "o" confounds 
sound of water in its 
discretion mouth 
swallowing sea turning tide 
word cannot 
be dispell ed from world 
water distilled to more 
than grace 
glints in the morning eye 
sentence passes sword parries 
plays with its own demise 
the point I am the 
second running 
out at dawn 
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6. 

like Orpheus at the end 

somehow it 
was forgotten 
like hairs unnumbered 
like sparrows raining 
from the sky 
like passenger pigeons 
like 
gomg west 
gone west mto 
abend land the 
evening -land color 

. . 
growmg grey evenmg 
out mto one 
color adjacent to 
night sleep 
under sea earth 
circle seen 
looking back last 
glance from one or 
any 
pomt m space 
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7. 

abendteuer 

came to the border 
adventure not 
permitted 
by loutish guards 
"they've seen everything" 
see nothing 
but the price is higher 
to disembark 
derailed 
to be left 
alone with 
what comes next deride 
history beast 
bested bearded 
in its den cloven 
foot by foot 
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8. 

solution 
not resolution will 
won't work 
(will it?) 

stepping stone 
stumbling block 
movement at the heart 
of what 's called thing 

"the beauty of ritual 
lies like a stain 

. ,, 
on creanon 

solution starts 
up dried grass 
more beautiful than Proust's 
twelve pointed crown of sound dropping 
peeling time down from bell steeple 
into dinner 

clinging to his body weary 
Dante woke rumpled stippled with 
twigs bird droppings bits of 
things decay 
truth not in time 
to save him 
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Peter Gizzi 

Dark Star 

1. 

The life: waters delivered from abstinence 

displace goodness. To drown and so encumber 

the joy death shoos before aging, 

or this sober ease years erase. The one 

rescued for a purpose is the dark carried 

from humility. It dissolves. It cannot die. 

Now capsize in waves. This mannered 

space discarded before another blank. 

To drown . To walk away from hellos, 

to walk away from. Yesterday 

began a pact with abstinence never before 

realized; discard greed . Greed contains. 
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2. 

Who are you but myself? This 

enduring solace takes away space 

that is space, this sweetness 

a gentle tug from help. In this 

you are many of those, reclining, 

you are dispersed from living's insistence. 

This one recovers its serenity. 

Hovering above water, who blind 

cannot see, though shapes compose 

several husks aborted. Black night. 

Fleur-du-ma!. This one goes unanswered. 

Goes invisibly outside history. 
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3. 

This night there was earth 

There was sky 

There was song about the wood 

A song caught in leaves 

And the song went-

if ever then now 

if now then never 

Sang the new one 

Sang the small one 

-.from now to never 

-sang everyone 

-.from never to then 

- In UillSOn 
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4. 

Here the cold stalls, an eerie illumination . 

Who escapes the screams' increase quickening 

over waters, to remember someone, and this, 

more than this, the event continues to bloom. 

Black heart. Fleur-du-mal. That negative 

sign accursed, found, or silenced to the loud 

joy of nothing, hear every one without a name? 

To illegibly forge a diary that salutes the good 

eroding fathers. Like them, unlike them, to be 

before evolution . Anonymity praises, consoles. 

To live: taken by the waters given into or 

set out on, depart in pain and first. It answers now. 
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5. 

Here are many times confused. 

Can you emphatically reappear 

when the bird cries outside? 

Yes, everything behaves according 

to the animal. It has a scent. 

Ambiguity is not ambiguous . 

Birds do not cry though birds are there , 

who speaks to chem? Is it for enlightenment 

the bird cries? While it remains unclear 

there are birds here. 
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6. 

That is not too awful to erase and 

tear down. You forget letting go 

and open hands running ahead. You do not 

speak the syllables drowned. 

Become drowned, run ahead for nothing. 

The past begun , as submerged scones 

sink creating a vacuum of air: 

blooming , sudsy, inconsolable. 

And dispersed became a healing tale 

one carries in emptiness. Specific 

day you curl inward to uncover something, 

silence is a word, unable to express pain , 

altogether too vague to forget. To be born 

last and splendidly. To lead, far away. 
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7. 

That consistent ache abandons history 's still birth . 

Looking away from its sheen , guilty , effaced. 
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Pam Rehm 

The Humiliation of the Valley 

I. 

The compass of the moment 

reveals an angle of suspense 

Doubtful hope or bliss to come 

are the only presentiments 

pressed heavy in the air 

of circumspect 

Scarcely do we venture 

to admit patience 

without prospect 

but depict ourselves under 

an unspeakable oppression 

Cold and peculiar 

Independent and somewhat suspicious 

Days are passed enacted 

between and between 

And there is no end 

come to, to note them 
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II. 

Nowhere a center and everywhere 

a periphery 

Unt il you're wounded in a single spot 

Permanently without recove1y 

no impression is made 

Whe n conscience is monalized 

you submit to its governa nce 

T he only saving grace 

is to release the add er 

feeding in the breast, un ceasingly 
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III. 

Never betray what is received 

An undying elemental stream 

The imagination forges 

an endless penetration 

an unquestionable possession 

chat escapes you through the air 

of the centuries 

Beguiling the tedium of the way 

like an instrument blown 

out of scale 

What name is on the lips 

and in my flesh? 

You leave yourself again and again 

The tone is infinite 

Presence the forever unanswered question 
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IV. 

Ambivalence is seldom a stimulus 

It retains a sentiment of protection 

Acquainted with few acquaintances 

you beg of yourself amusement 

In a paroxysm of dialects 

To evince a base spirit 

To discern a voice within you 

What is this leading to? 

To recipient, known-You 

must follow not violate 

the motives which form 

your humiliation 

"Feed on" nutrients not notoriety 

nonetheless piety 

For your only possession is being possessed 

An evolution out of dead notions 

Furthermore, there is trial 

in commitment 

You'd be witless without it 

and much too deliberate 
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The Concept of Dread 

Your business in this world 

Your nakedness and terror 

Your sanctity remains 

the crucial battle 

Dearly beyond 

We are scattered here today 

amongst commodities 

This town isn't big enough 

for trust 

An internal theatre 

the metaphors for 

(secret) 

Within oneself a beggar 

No need for another 

authority 
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A metamorphosis 

is latent in me, in this city 

"Everything leads to one point" 

I confuse myself 

with your coming 

Silently cursing 

these buildings 

Restless 

after an exhausti ng walk 

You are precisely 

what I strugg le against 
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Thoughts that you are not equal 

to writing 

Thoughts that you are not able 

to conquer 

Pleading like Gloucester 

in the middle of the middle 

"engulfed " 

an irreparable loss 

"eaten away by time" 
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There's tension in the question 

of what salvation saves 

To continue to be guilty 

To be continually tempted 

The drama 

forever in play 

Everyday you occur 

the core 

Confrontation 
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Anguish 

a closure 

I only feel the chaos 

The insomnia of my heart 

Always there's a price 

to pay, offer 

Out into a darker night 

The insanity of love 

Could no longer see anything 

In the suspicion of desire 

Immediatel y lost and no longer 
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There's no rest 

as far as I know 

You're pressed und er 

an unpredict able pillow 

"only the immensity is known" 

You turn to it for affection 

I turn to it to lose you 

I'm guilty 

"C over my face with ashes" 
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Jerome Rothenberg 

from: The 14 Stations of Arie Galles 

The full series of fourteen poems was written to accompany 
Arie Galles s monumental charcoal drawings derived from 
World War II aerial views ofthe principal Nazi extermination 
camps - each with an attendant railroad station - known 
even then to have been the sites of holocaust. As Galles worked 

from documentary photographs to establish some pretense at 

distance (=objectivity), I decided to objectify by turning 
again to gematria (traditiona l Hebrew numerology) as a 
way to determine the words and phrases that would come 
into the poems. The counts were made off the Hebrew 
and/or Yiddish spellings of the camp names, then keyed to the 
numerical values of words and word combinations in the 
first five books of the Hebrew Bible. It is our hope that this 
small degree of objective chance will not so much mask feeling 
or meaning as allow it to emerge. Q.R.) 
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The Ninth Station: Treblinka 

the voices, thunders 

& the voices 

of our kin 

chat they will bring in 

from the top 

the kingdoms gathering 

co kill us 

& you will wave 

o Israel 

& will submit yourself 

& I will set apart 

the sum of chem 

the thunders, voices 

& the thunders 

I will watch & will take heed 
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The Tenth Station: Mauthausen 

your camp 

brings me 

the war 

that bore you, 

made you inherit 

the plague, 

your children 

torn from you, 

your hands that spawned 

the offspring of 

the nations, 

a stone against them 

from my hand , 

my hand against them 

& a plague 

between us 
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The Eleventh Station: Maidanek 

1 

a thing 

spoken 

speaks in me 

I see 

the spoken 

thing 

a word 

hail 

pestilence 

& from your face 

a curse 

is poured out 

& a bone 

is set in motion 

spoken 

in disgust 

to see 

the one who speaks it 

' 
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2 

a foreigner, 

you say, 

the dew like blood 

her city 

broken 

empty for her sake 

has blessed you, 

seed of them 

I will pursue 

& you will say 

in blood: 

leave me alone 
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The Twelfth Station: Sobibor 

1 

as he had spoken 

from the wilderness: 

be fruitful! 

(& they were fruitful) 

so he could blind them 

with a fist 

& cut them-

& she could take from them 

the vision of 

his cities 

2 

a skin 

harp 

& a boil 

according to its words 

how blind 

& evil 

like its skin 

your words 

erased 
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The Thirteenth Station: Ravensbruck 

1 

in my name she placed 

an offering of dust 

an offering of graves 

where she lay empty . 

desolate, lay guilty 

for her pleasures 

in my name, the lamb 

approaching 

placed the basin 

at her neck 

throughout your generations 

2 

For Rachel twice: 

she turned aside, 

I thought, 

the wood , the thorns 

wounding my thighs 
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& when they came 

& carried her away 

he gave them numbers 

by the sword 

a bell 

for those with numbers 
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The Fourteenth Station : Stuttfhof 

the evil water 

in my dream 

has emptied out 

their cities 

like my mouth 

a hole 

& in the blood 

they burn 

they turn them 

into smoke 
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Will Alexander 

from: Asia 

The voice in this poem is a collective voice of rebellious 
Buddhist monks who hover in invisibility, conducting astral 
warfare against the Chinese invasion and occupation of 
Tibet . Their originating zone, "the great Sera Monastery, a 

focal point of anti-Chinese feeling, four miles" outside "of 
Lhasa. "(W.A.) 

" ... for us 
the particular stands as a carious iguana 
as self-sufficient penance 
subject to rot 
to a cycle of glandular malfeasance 
each life construed 
as doomed & curious chapter 
each summons to living plagiarized by opaqueness 
a plight entangled in mirthl ess reification 

the galling terms of a cauterized anatomy 
of a contrived & blistered readiness to burn 

these are the methods of transmogrified depression 
ruthlessl y kindled 
through threat by blinking Stygian moons 

the limbs 
without action 
stunned into fevers 
into pre-directed forces 
which dazzle without portent 
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the point being 
a Yak in motion 
a series of exterior glossaries condensed 
in strange botanical causeways 
from "Yamdok Lake"* 
across the "Kamba Pass"* 
with startling inherence 
with tinctures of apparent perception 
the Yak 
bionomic with chimera 

from "the valley of the Tsangpo "* 
up the peaks of the "Lord & The White Horned Lady"* 
disappears through vertical columns 
as a strange alchemical soldier of burden 
a darkly enveloped mystagogue 
now a beautiful peculiar treatise on absence 

as if one were staring 
at the void of the "Garhwal Himalayas "* 
at the ciphered visage of the "Changt 'ang plateau "* 
with its sheep & great stags 

one then understands 
the paramount of the baseless 
the shadowy 
the imponderable 

to wash with water the smoke from green fingers 
from the garrulous compacting 
of snails in a figure 

one then scatters 
the clinging somnifics 
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the spells 
the reasons for the claims 
of old Calliope & vertigo 

the neuralgia 
the lure 
for the crazed mentalities of titans 

then 
the great parallel a-rhythmias 
the phobias 
the mange 
the intransigence 

so it is 
that our microbes burn 
with our faces suspended 
above a dark illuminant gorge 

&we 
not with the eye 
but with the onerous consummation of the cells 
exhibit faith in passion ate sobriety 
in lakeless coloratura 

not the wild intensive kindlings 
nor the droughts 
nor the barren exposure to mechanics 
but dior amas 
celestial dioramas 
glistening into pyres that rise into nocturnal splittings 
into pantheons that float 
into a tottering synopsis 

not linear deepening 
but emptiness 
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not conquest 
but the void & the absence which binds it 

therefore 
the migrations 
across green illuminant brilliance 
against rhymed & galloping quadrupeds 
against enriched coronal lapses 
then again the void 
& the paradox which binds its flames in absence 

not 
as atomic contingency 
but throughout the momentary powers 
& the roaming 
& the fire that inform them 
as the specifically haunted account 
& the field of primal disconnection 
between selves & anti-selves 
rising into fusion 
by sonority 
by calm & stabilized abiding 

by contained & dialectical watchworks of irony 
we have come to this condition 
to this level 
which the suns transfix 
allowing us flight 
beyond a cold & microbial brokenness 

we exist in this sphere 
as stated minimal collusion 
of drafts 
blowing & swirling in a sea beyond moons 
in a high & circuitous equity 
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in chis 
we resemble an echo of blizzards 
like a storm of rays 
fallen from stars 
we being the liminal 
the asymptotic gradient 
between the ghost of the rays & the stars 
we being 
the upper intention of darkness 
the displaced & floating cyclical doors 
through which we merge 
with a curious voltage of turquoise 
with a great dissemination of dust 
like a curious stationary grandeur 
formed from cageless dromedary angels 
balanced in lightning 
with densely streaked shapes & alembics 

no 
we are not a displaced semantics 
or deforestation 
or the drain age of glass 
but the electrics of water 
brought to the pinnacle of motionless snowfall ranges 

for instance 
the shape inside a blistered platinum stupa 
would only entrance a boiling Occident 
would only petrify its waters 
into probing for concreteness 
so as co give 
each particular stupa a date 
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a hounding clawed with supercilious navamsas* 
with gliding zones increased throughout the pentads 
so therefore 
there is frenzy for result 
for the lawless integer combined amidst bodies 
as flawed astrology & counting 
the planets' motions in slivered beast canals 
in Brownian specificity 
of messages planned with mathematical combining 
the countings 
the abstracts 
the failures 

the lost & motionless phases of war 
of susurrant cranial pillage 
of dark anathema as dove 

yes 
the findings 
the astrological vapours 
the anthropomorphic screens 
the mechanically counted angels in order 

here again 
body as inherence 
as the factual realm of postmortem binding 

the Venusian 
the hissing 
the surreptitious concubines 
the serpents 
the strange malevolence of connivance 
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therefore 
destiny as Bardo 
as mantra in tentative opprobrium 

& the opprobrium of nightmare 
as duality in postmortem being 
of monsters that flow from prior calendrical pondering 
from cretinous flashings of former contrivance 
is broken by holding centred 
& breaking through each corrupted staggering signal 
then the central catharsis unfolds 
like synclinal & precipitous phosphors 
through thronged & canonized dispersals 
into a rudimentary plasma of bliss 

a substance brought to sudden pitches 
by a referent in the mind 
by diagrams balanced by sudd en nomadic angles 
therefore 
the body dispersed through mirrors 
flowing as a spectrum 
through exploded mental prolixities 
then fixation exchanged for wild anaemias of delving 
for deep & variant burnings of the soul 
the tense & in-navigable training variations 
the seeming systemic rot 
the sudden oracular modelling as vision 

& we ask ourselves 
what is death? 
what is the force of its blighted cyclical incisions? 
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so 
to rise above broken chances & treaties 
to disallow identity by fearsome loss & confusion 

we speak of combat as given 
of broken flags in eclipsing dictations 

as if monuments revealed an essence 
or a raison d 'etre for forthright oblivion 

our concrete nitrogen as moisture 
our masses of granite as "pure quartz " & "felspar" 
not as antiphony 
or as canorous folly 
but as "faith " 
"aspira tion" 
cc • " exertion 
"pliancy" 

we absolved 
of unstable anathema 
of voices that whisper under covered ponds of crystal 
therefore 
we exist as intensity 
as blank communal bursts 
as climax beyond all rancourous blessing 

each glance 
each burst 
each target & bickering 
pulled above cadaverous substrata 

what of its kinship? 
its dire & despicable flailing oscillations? 
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its illusive crests? 
its blackened hydrangeas? 

it appears & disappears 
it cataclysmically wanders & blends without boundary 
so the bodily being dissolves 
&we 
as conscious devastating ghosts 
understand a rectangular intuitive evanescence 
the stately omega of flashing indigent ' s doors 
we who have known "the high surgery" of surcease 
the massive loss of concentrated pivots 

it is we with the force 
with the power of privileged dying 
therefore 
the walls 
the stammering disaffections overcome with lucidity 

smgmg 
the great essential pallors 
the difficult arisings 
the cringing deficits & intonations 
it is we who refuse 
the core as poisoned kinesis 
as divisive cornucopias which operatically strangle 
with philosophical pressures ensconced in somatology 

not strife throughout rebellious negation 
not a plummeted Stygian conclusive 
cradled inside a hand written lava 

so 
to circumvent flow 
to contaminate distance 
is to merge with stoppage 
with mendacious & forthright cellular locales 
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therefore 
one remains closed 
threatened by objects 
by the oppressive condition 
of one life & one body 

such perception is a curse 
is a demiurgic sun expelling condemned light 
from a universal fissure 

such is the Occident 
with divisions 
with turpentine stampeding 
with Marx in his later embers 
purporting to give us bread 
to take our slumber away by harassment 

Marx 
by way of the Maoists 
forcing us into cadres 
into productive labour divisions 

each unseasonable aridity 
they compelled 
they sought to lynch us by our teeth with hairs from the Yaks 
so as to make us take on character 
& cajole with sub-dominate preaching 

we as divisibles 
as labourious panic 
as nausea by stricken adjustment 
we were consumed by jarring smells of rugas & omegas 
by garish discipline & dysfunction 
therefore 
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indigestible & comprised of breaking points 
we were Engels ' "socially necessary labour" 
didactic codes against "surplus value" 
we 
the pivot of labour within the ordinary fragment 
conjoined by Marx 
who links the "complex" with the "concrete " 
with the butcher Mao condoning the "peasant associations" 
taking "temples" of "gods" as a blatant workers' fortress 
ritual objects 
"piled" into a "corner " 
smashed 
the incense burning stifled 
ritual performance condemned as pestilence 
as lavish & decadent ebullience 
the clash between levels of being 
beginning 
on the twenty-third day of the ninth month of the .year 
of the year of the "Iron Tiger" * 
the Chinese dominance 
a skilless & debased eclampsia 
a raid on the soul by means of brandished claustrophobia 
the cold vicious medium of the cobra 
biting us 
shocking our celestial monerans into dread 
making us collapse in palsy along the trails 
shaking with paralytic stupor 
under a gas of Marxist cinder crosses 
we 
who appeared as vague 
as transcendental with phobia 
became the barbaric members of a blighted morale 
a condensed insurrectionary focus of guile 
& we who erupted against the Chinese at "Tsetang "* 
& all our ignited venerability burned protective salt 
into our gauntlets 
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the resistance 
like a force of green bodily integers 
summoned from the sun by higher anger & opprobrium 
it is we 
converging "on Norbu Lingka "* 
part of the "30,000 who defensed all exits" 
who 
with power 
ferociously patrolled the walls 
who seized & lynched a "collaborator at entry" 
then 
the "mortar bombs " "at four o'clock the following afternoon" 
17 March 1959 

the "bombardment" began in the dark early hours 
three meridians after the mortar s 
our hands peeled 
our throats blown into rivulets 

then the running stench of blood 
the tumultuous ruination 
by language conveyed in suppurating goiter 
convective dolomites hurled as flesh through their targets 
of materia 
the concretism blazing 
& the seen & the unseen wandering between themselves as confused 
& embittered mirages 

here was Marx 
here was the state 
the inches geared by labour & production 
by the "value" of "value" 
by technic peasant production 
for all Mao's peasants are low 
despicable 
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grinding 
as the voice of crushed centipedes screeching from a lantern 

& this in no way signals our cause 
to take up ferocious measuring rains 
to savour as our substance anachronistic dialectics 

by March 23rd we were bloodily crushed 
& given as praxis a life ofleper's drills 
of future as banquet of sorrow 
as threnody 
as requiem 
as shelter under culpable acids & pain 

we of enriched preambles of calm & non-motion 
above a blank & imperceptible goddess 
we Tibet 
we the "Glorius" suns of "Learning " 
famous for our teachings of the black & "occult " arts 
we 
of the " 100,000 Sermons " conclude 
"There has arisen" from the depths the prime illuminator 's power 
"The Maker of Light who gives eyes to the world " 
"Gotama " 
"out of the miry pit" 
who "stands on dry ground " 
"The Prince of Physicians" 
master of corruption 
floating above the mansions of angels transparent with sparks 
with unposs essed infinities 
Gotama 
he who opens life beyond the plenitude of complexity 
beyond the deadly perseverance whose name defies the presence 
of knavish opium caesuras 
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we 
with top most reverence & honour 
with our bloodless wings 
with our meditative anthropometry 
ensouling our balance 
for the "Judgement of the Dead" ... " 
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Notes: 

Yamdok Lake-A vast inland sea without outlet. It is 14,900 feet above 
sea level. In Tibet. 

Kamba Pass- 16,500 feet above sea level. The "last of all the passes on the 
road to Lhasa . . . " 

Tsangpo Valley- Located in Central Tibet, 12,100 feet above sea-level. 

Lord & White Horned Lady- They close the upper end of the Tsangpo 
Valley, each rising to 20,000 feet in height. 

Garhwal Himalayas-In north-west Nepal at the border ofTibet. 22,907 
feet in height. 

Changt'ang plateau- "lofty desert tableland" "above Lhasa" "unfit for 
human settlement ... " 

navamsa- In Hindu astrology it means essence of the soul. It is the 9th 
harmonic. Pronounced na-vam-sha . 

Year of the "Iron Tiger"-October 7, 1950: Chinese invasion into eastern 
Tibet. 

Tsetang- "Chinese garrison" annihilated by Tibetans towards the close 
of 1958. 

Norbu Lingka- Home of the Dalai Lama attacked by Chinese forces on 
March 17, 1959. The Dalai Lama was forced to flee. Located in Lhasa. 
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Jessica Lowenthal 

The Oedipal Drama of Two Birds 

Birds creep 

into his body; 
no hint of grief. 

While eyes grow over his body 
and out, seeming in the end 

to be breathing out of pores. 
But tiny 

because their eyes 
and stomachs are small. 

Fall, and eyes soften 
with light. He burns out 
his eyes and ribs 
so that their yellow stomachs 
will slide out. 

She looks up at him 
in wonder. 
He has something 

over her eyes. Birds 

meet; birds at the edges 
of her eyes. She makes love 
then doubles in size, 
natur e being nature. 
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* 

The complicated underside 
of finality. She 

leans up to find the birds 
at the edges of her eyes, birds 
with small feet and claws. 

She does not see 
with her eyes 

closed, her 
breathing eyes 
and her 

haughtiness like birds . 
The yellow eyed birds 
creeping 

in her skull. 
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* 

Body-snatchers and 
all manner of other 

monsters creep, crouched 
down , heads to the wall. 
Eyes whiten like stray bones . 

Cleavage 
and all manner of body
snatching . Crouch 

until further notice, eyes 
closed. Plato is shot 
down by reckless 

police, stray birds 
falling from his mouth. 

Any of a family 
of flies that deposit 
larvae on flesh 
as if in-

sects were skin. 
On flesh as if in
side the skin. 
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* 

An image of bird 
replaces the body; 

the body at least 
as leg, as arm 
as swollen foot. 

Birds so involved in her 
face: the frailty of people, 
of bones. She 

tangles with air 
in her creamy dress. 
Felined 

by his twisting 
eye and the slurrin g 

of flame beneath his 
words. On the other hand, 
crushed under the weight 
of it all. 
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* 

Crushed under weight and fell 
out of bedroom window but didn 't 

fly. Setting in motion arms 
and legs, head and 

hands, the natural force 
of birds : no fables, or he 
could seduce that bird. 

Last night setting 
in motion arms 
and legs, head and 

hands, a force of sun-
birds, and he. Last night 
settling against her side, year 

after year of arms 
in motion, a force of time 
like boldne ss or birds. 
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* 

They have birds not to feel 
but what to feel with 
and what to leave out . 

Carved out between her 
empty thighs, tumbling 
in the shape of avoidance . 

She makes love; blind 
owl reeling between 
her thighs like 

the underside of wings 
or delicate bones. 
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* 

To discover the body 

of an actor in a prison 
cell with walls extending 
indefinitely, ex-

tending to include 
the audience. To discover 
the words of an actor 

with indefinite walls. 
Fragments and numbers, 
all birds contained. 
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* 

All birds contained 
will fly out the mouth, and 
all other thin gs that may be 

hiding in the dark. 
Body snatchers and all 
manner of other 

monsters creep, crouched 
down, heads to the wall. 
Eyes whiten like stray birds. 
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* 

Birds torn from his breast: 
disappearance of dis
membered birds , branded 

on face or shoulder, removed 
alive or dead from public view. 

A part of the body which is between 
or, a part of the bird , 
as distinguished from the soul, 

which is more than flesh 
can bear. 

Crows who carry 
the sick or dead, 

who under the eyes of keepers 
armed with swords bury pieces 
of flesh in the ground, 

who carry pieces of meat 
outside the city, 

crows who skirt the edges 
of plague , 

these crows 
are left to die. 
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* 

He is dead, slouching 
with all manner 
of reckless bird. 
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Chris Stroffolino 

Things to Do with Fire 

I live by myself from a fire, 
I live from myself by a fire. 
I am subtracted from a fire 

-for Nancy Rullo 

and who doesn 't matter so much 
as what (the fire said, the shadow of fire) 
comes between. Death by fire, bodies crackling, 
smoke so we don 't see the oth er side, never. 

I've seen enough of fire 
but one can't turn one's back on death 
without turning her back on life. 
So sleep, it comes in sleep. 
Wake up , the coffee, quick, 
before dreams come disguised 
as memories of sleep, the other side, 
the chicken that crosses to get 
lives in time while the egg that rolls 
for the feeling of crossing lives in sleep. 

To walk through flames and not get burned 
by the fear, to be distinct just to 

be extreme. The fear of fire become a fire 
I walked through once, my 'wants' intact, 
complaining about the darkness, the alien, 
the undestroyed destroyer my actions 
slept with behind my back. 

If the fire writes this, the fire reads this. 
On the edges, might as well be water, 
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might as well as water, lazy lighthouses 
sending smokesignals to each other, 
flattered by their fear! We live by what 
we die to do . Bur fire can be calm as seems. 

The silence, the patience of fire 
(whose dream we are) . Ir only seems to rage 
as our pillowtalk of origins is thunder to 

the heroic cockroach of song. Yet we live 
in such seeming , the feeling of fire become word, 
the tyranny of mimetic denotation subverted 
by aesthetic connotation. Self-generating, 
shameless exhibition until a word douses 
the flame by looking at it, the lost core 
of loss, molten, molting, in its way, its prey. 
Burn, be burned. But surely the fire's 
seen quiet if not exactly constant . 
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Later the Same Day 
-for Pam Rehm 

To risk isolation, enact a stupidity, 
To plant a sick seed in hopes of making 
The harvest healing. I think it's possible 
I wouldn't be thinking now did I not 
Have the memory of some unthinking time 
To think about, something to explain, defend 
Rescue or attack, correct , make light of. 

It doesn 't have to be dark for there to be 
Something to make light of. There need be 
No contrast when the past becomes bitter 
In memory to make the present better ... 
But I don 't want to be so busy being a 
Poet's poet that I forget to be a poet , 
I mean person, sometimes sexless, perhaps 
More sexless when not genderless, 
More natural when human and closer to you 
When closest myself to free pleasure 
From the taint of compromise, 
A kind of in joke of temperance. 

There's only a time to plant and a time 
To reap when there's no guarantee the words 
That seem like sure thumbs to me will seem so 
When you write, as ifl know no special place 
But my desk, my hard drive, as I retreat 
To wonder where the hell you are and passion 
Pricks up its ears like a dog the mayor 
Of the city under siege leaves stranded in 
Its not-so-secret suburban home but the 
election was so fixed it gave birth to 
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nothing but that which has 
no beginning nor end 

which I love until I should 
until shouldn't dies killing should 
and I'm happy to be back beyond 
happiness and sadness again 
and the ends that only justify the means 
if the ends are now as if only mistakes 
can make the best of mistakes 
and the way matters more than the place 
even if all the food goes to the same place 
even if only for affirmative action reasons. 
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Forecast of Characters 

To hide nothing, but the more you say the more 
You hide. I smell a rat, the rat of disinfectant . 
It chases its tail to mimic me, though you'd 
Never guess by its shadow, the light of its shadow, 
What psyche does to chronos, what worlds open up 
Between words, the vows I would've eaten had I made 
Time the neon sign over the drugstore that has 
Gathered us together. 

The benevolence of the unknown opens up like 
A repentant cop-out. We gaze at the mess as if 
We've made it. If we didn 't chink we made it 
We wouldn't see it as a mess. Meeting in a fog, 
The fog of meeting. Try it on a clear day, a day 
That struggles to stay clear, the sun dodging 
The clouds chat would burn its wings & if the 
Opposite's not true, or fashionably false, a need 
For time to sort things out meets the fear you're 
Bored in solitude as we're swept away by yet another 
Pawnshop. Naked, without a body. To mind not knowing 
What it 's missing. The riddle pathos causes, curses. 

Undiluted by your genderlessness, they won't believe 
You're for real, but you 'll chink they 're for real 
Just so you don 't have to believe you are. This is 
Called friendship. As if a single man looks at 
A woman as a married man looks at death, oh warehouse 
That doesn 't exist until ransacked! How it takes two ... 

To take a toll , a pulse , to intercept the aspirin 
For all the times the uptight action is best so extremes 
Go their merry way like clothes to an outgrown shop 
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That becomes a laundrymat. Listen to what is many 
But seems one while you still can, cut the roots 
Imo characters because what else are you going to do 
In a cave with a friend you don 't know is your friend 
Just yet and be sure to make where you got it from 
Where I got it from (He guards his gold). Now raise 
Your hands if you think you' re growing up too slow. 
No takers? "Knowing where I am's a nice place to visit 
But ... " 

One more time and I'll have you stay after and write 
"It can happen here " a thousand times in stage blood, 
The red car of black coffee. The early morning that 
Sheds no light on the ends of night and people always 
Emerging from opposite ends of the cloud they put on 
A pedestal to balance the bandaid that someday will 
Grow up to be a real wound, no strings attached (just 
a lot of salespeople standing around trying to make 
you feel guilty until proven customer, costumer). 
What yesterday has to do with it without losing its 
Identity in the product, the pocket calculator of 
Consciousness that lets you cry so obviously flawed 
No one will yell at us for making it seem to beg 
Love to trope . Meet me out back. I'll promise ... 
I can do it in my sleep. Only in my sleep. 
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AZB of Reading 

Picture the love which is only physical 
Carrying on (a conversation) with the 
Love which is in no way physical. 
You best picture some one that doesn't 
Do windows unless they feel like frames, 
That practicality as easy as AZB 
Against the backdroplessness of chronology 
You once called meaning back when we 
Sided with meaning so much we never met. 

"I for one have only taken human form 
To be convincing," said the savior, 
A small town in SE Pennsylvania dying 
To give birth to it, dying in advance for 
The sins we have to go out of our way to 
Commit for his sweet sake. Outside, the wind 
And rain sang its siren song and hands 
Were seen stealing from our heads to 

Make sure the silly putty was on straight 
So we couldn't hear the world for the 
Mickey Mouse club Psychomachia 
We're known to see it as still. 

The candy samp ler radio casts itself 
As ID opposite the straightman of School , 
TV, mean from too many years spent 
Occupying the mean that deduces Eden 
From the Sahara meanwhile back in 
The zeitgeist where nothing is trapped 
But that which thinks it 's free 
And nothing ' s life but that which 
Can't be picked up, though foolproof 
As a recipe and convincingly human 
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As a Pentagon frankly sick of sitting 
At the head of the round table of 
Your soul shopping for the camera 
With which to photograph its cameralessness. 

So picture the unforeseen as the airholes 
In the jar of memory we flicker in, 
The unforeseen done justice to accidentally 
At best, the judge never understanding, 
The case thrown out by the opposite of 
An earthquake (as the Governor's urge 
to crack down on crime is seen moving 
to the right). If sure decisions are made 
Only when they come up this may be the 
Biggest blizzard of shivering since trains 
Of thought first derailed leaves of grass, 
Chaotic as an urge for order, yet aware 
That a differing mood may make out in such 
Shivering the figures I can 't see for 
The haze that keeps me company until 
The weekend approaches refusing to die 
Unless it takes the week with it, 
Not that it has it to lose. 
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Lisa Isaacson 

Free Thirst 

Leave the unopened water 
glass to the skilled 
working interior 
of dates. The fact is 
you fell into the first pouring 
rain. There twirls 
an unmanageable umbrella. You flinch or swallows 
dive at projects , effecting rain. 

Lodged little swallows 
Mouthing off limit s. 

Free thirst. 
For a second, Ask. 
The pelt I took of the crawling 
cove, belonging 
water to you, ages, 
I sum 
the black sky above 
ages, a purrmg 
idea stroked into novel blue brushes. I like to think 
disguised you lived 
an entire month 
in the summer where I walked and saw better. What 
body, relief was 
no way to bring music there, No mouths, blue to the beach. 
I like to think disguised 
you lived and took away the relative 
in its decent shoes. I can't be kinder 
than to see you there, so declined a room 
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and, in the scribbled ear's wall, 
a recently jointed darkness splayed, 
slick 
colt. 

Card night goes on with luck 
at night, 
when green holds , that smashing girl of the retarded month strings up 
a watered perfume of lower flat gardens. 
As hearrs there , above , halting 
The overheard 
is glassing red 
light districts where you first pushed flowers up in caves, 
slipping wild 
wired selves 
into the tidy mirror. 
You scare, being 
contact. 

What might 
Clears the entrance and stays. 
The seal on all uninvoked 
handsome names over the future 
envelope gapes, tacked 
to an oak door. Signed, 
shutting itself love is heavy 
good wood. 

When feeding is breaking 
up criblight by numbe rs, 
ingrained, I return full from the backyard parry 
where we first met . 
The double light switch at the foot of what you see, 
the porch now and then a step narrows 
you make arriving instantly 
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married to what might 
clear any late take off inside. 

Sometimes death as you remembered him got lost as a small boy in a noise, 
an aisle of samples 
women take up towards, and he did rent 
such unfurnished space but the truth is even 
a bird can sleep in the closed off clutter 
of word its mistake every dust on single 
out echo. 

Taped over the reflections of dealers in pools, clutter, like flowers in pouring 
ram, wms 
a flush of mirrors laid upon 
the gaping racket of, of undern eath. 
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Citation 

avowedly, blurred 
letters screw 
into this narrow speed. Clear 
scarf I hear breaking 
in the fashion of town snow. Memory raids the vagabond 
night. I button up to the neck. 

So you will 
be arriving in a cold snap. 
The body from the river inside 
thaws her hooves in my night bath. 

Ice soon . You changed 
following distance. And 
your sleep still sings from the backseat, 
wingless bundle. 

But for now, your entrance garb 
of parting zeroes could chain snow. 
Loosen up 

The nerved interjection Oh I hear you reaching stations 
sounding in a faint for 
for I am becoming like 
an empty crow of beauty after all. 

A real guest in the jostling leaves. 

Rouged queen of miles paraded in 
from the road. You are safe; everyone's logged lungs 
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are bursting 
there , there 

Through the rutted air 
she is a serious radio bird. 
Looms pale. For her throat 
For mine eyes have failed I have 
refrained in the flutter of her son 
Land 

2 

Time's up to condensation all my one 
kitchen window view against the dialing wind. 

3 

Your even 
voice will cartoon blizzards and dissipate 
and allow the jag of 

water insects to cross 
again , model 

. . 
city as my neon pair. 

In the gusty late 
edition, captain crawling under convenient desks, 
outstretch my pet 
whitening bird. 

Sight is a muddy commute, 
a rolling weed dress 

The sun instills a shield in the tree glimpse 
of the inroads. 
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Shifting foot 
the hand out 

game 
bird. Sure, some vision 
Jests 
from suspensio n , what seems automatic is a bridge over 
the immeasurable 
stained ore dock. 

walking beneath 

craned baby 
grand 

red new 
born steer 

I'd like to know about when 
the pick up won't arrive and migrant 
sign is borne. 
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Angel Fire 

Deciduous fires. 

Over here, Figurine, in the hush 
bend stick dreams. 

Flamboyant horse 

Eye fixes midway 
through the choked vision the hills now are 
Pageant, still and the queens 
hunched themselves and drawn 
sickly with kind dogs. 

Strung villages court trespass 
through the choked vision the hills are now 

hindered slope 
of broken amber 
bottle like 
the kind of villages 
under burning railroad 
tie. She flags want. 

After fall's ruined under all feeling 
valley movement blanks 
the powder river, sun through 

I'm through with breaking. 
The corded all 
most delicate fall into informal 
snow 
fences bending with the lake view to tear white 
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Granite wind. 

Silence steady 
Runners. Each word on its descent of cold perfections 
sleds remember 
Is hill color 
Recklessly shut 
And leeches distance ducked 
by the stenciled snowfence. 

Outreaching ice Look , past it, 
upswept needle brightly clusters. 

Outside the California market, burned letters 
scrapped air 
a plastic noonlight, mango, orange, and ash. 

The window sill is filmed 
within one second given up 
to the whistle below song . 

Courts the sleeveless one toward you. 

Foundation swallows 
shadow. Miles 
tint of city still exist. Tin can tossed into the crossing. 
Brimming unevenness 
rusts . A pile up in the surfacing rain . Indent 

Damaged 
radio , the country nostalgic is chis grainy dollskin , sunset 
Hovers of the word zone . 
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Eventually 

Cities rose 
from a stumbling view taken 
of heat hazed capital, a slant on crosses, 
the unfleshed mail in fall, where leaves 
deliver forgeries. 
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Aaron Shurin 

My Memorial 

Either the temple itself is rising-how can such massive stone columns 
float in the air? - or you are descending beneath the floor's bared lip, the 
massive floor 's meter-thick lip, to an underground (underworld?) stone 
chamber, airless, where a man stands as if already crushed by the ceiling's 
weight. "The fatal stone" is set. In the deeper shadows a whisper, a rustle, 
alerts the man to another 's presence, a partner with whom to sing "ii nostro 
inno di morte" : "our hymn of death." Their voices unbounding pressure 
in duet will brace the stone, and turn their death house into a resonance 
chamber. 

But you 're not watching a Metropolitan Opera broadcast of Aida. 
You're here to listen to Aprile Milla and Placido Domingo (especially 
Aprile) sing for me. "O terra, addio; addio, valle di pianti" : "Oh earth, 
farewell; farewell, vale of tears." Apri le will throw her Egypt-blackened face 
skyward - to where the sky beyond the tomb-top would be - and spin 
her voice into a silver thread- attenuated to th at point where matter must 
become spir it - as she sees "our wandering souls fly to the light of eternal 
day" : "volano al raggio dell'eterno di." 'Ours' in thi s case is hers and mine. 
I have died of AIDS. And this is my memorial. 

Listen ceremonial ly to some of the music that has meant me - a 
scrapbook requiem of ever-elaborated enthusiasms, polyphonic collage. As 
Immense Ptah, "supr em e creator," is invok ed by the priestesses, the temple 
seems to be lowering - for the tomb must be entombed - and the final 
note is an Italian plea for peace, "pace! "Already that silvery purified note 
of "al raggio": "the light" has escaped its mortal prison: We 're singing to 
you from beyond the grave. ["Remember me," pleads Dido in Purcell 's 
opera, "but ah! forget my fate;" and I keep misremembering and hear "but 
don't forget my fate."] 

Ecstatic transubstantiations in song recall my fate- but wait! OK, I'm 
an opera queen, a drama queen, a melody queen, a moody thing (a 
"Thrilling Thing, " says Genet), and the gay DNA in my hypothalamus or 
wherever has dutifully progressed me from aria to lieder, but I don 't 
(evidently) have AIDS and I haven't (yet) died. But listening and listin g-
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splayed on the sofa - I compose my sources: as the speakers play, as the 
speakers speak, they textualize parts of a funeral service calling backwards 
over me. There's self-dramatization worthy of a comic book queer , here, 
but the grand guignol theatrics are played out on a thrusting stage larger 
than my small foyer. What transpires on it is multiple, choral, and the 
recital is repeated in terrible modulations. Light the honey-glow candles in 
the wall sconce (gilded oat sheaves) and sharpen your antennae toward the 
tufted San Francisco night. Falling notes breeze in and out of beveled-glass 
windows, apartment to apartment, receiver to receiver. ... 

I have held Leland 's leaf-weight hand as the blood-feeding rubes were 
disconnected; I wiped Johnn y's morphine-hallucinating forehead as if to 
clear away the false images (though it was his sister who changed his 
diapers); I read aloud as Chuck 's dropsied brain finished my sentences with 
sleep; I whispered in Ken's bone-bare ear the responses that meant he could 
still be heard ( though it was Marshall who changed his diapers). And from 
time to (too many) time I've gathered in company, ritually, to remember 
these and other loved men . Death's proximiry. Death 's daily life. As I couch 
myself, listening to music ["I loafe and invite my soul. .. . ," Whitman], 
I fabricate, inescapabl y, the tenor and texture of my own memorial. The 
solar-plexal moans and muscle chords of Bach 's unaccompanied "Cello 
Suites", or the harmonic inhalations of Chopin 's "Ballade" #1, rupturing 
into cascades that flood the lungs as if a chest might really open into 
wings .... I've attended memorials made of such deeply coded catharsis. 

There 's a tape you could borrow; written on its side with a blue felt pen 
is "Honeybear's Memorial. " It contains the music Marshall assembled for 
his lover Ken, and the cassette box details Yoko Ono 's plaintive "Beautiful 
Boy"; K.D. Lang wailing "So In Love"; Kiri Te Kanawa as Schubert's 
"Gretchen at the Spinning Wheel " (ah, Clotho, Lachesis,Atropos); Monserrat 
Caballe, from a rare live Nov. 24, 1970 recording, unveiling Bellini's aria 
"Dopo l'oscuro nembo" : "After the dark cloud, " a crackling record sur
rounding Caballe's beneficent soprano with ambient noise, ticks, coughs, 
the walls themselves demonstrably reverberating and so responding; and 
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf ("through want and joy we have/ walked hand in 
hand ") singing the last of Strauss 's "Four Last Songs " ("At Dusk"), where 
the supernatural Strauss tones and planetary orchestrations disperse into 
even rarer constellations ("around us the valleys fold up,/ already the air 
grows dark ") as the orbital soprano seems to unite with expanded space . 
Interspersed with Rilke and Whitman poems, this memorial "concert" is 
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for Ken by Marshall, and reveals the precision of a high queen's high 
sentimentality, and the excess of a florid lover's furious love. "Dass wir uns 
nicht verirren I in dieser Einsamkeii' : "We must not go astray / in this 
solitude. " ... After the music we climbed Tank Hill to spread seeds of 
California wildflowers, as elsewhere I have tossed fistfuls ofbody-ash mixed 
with the seeds of forget-me-nots .... We were sewing]ohnny then, and at 
his memorial we had listened to .. . 

Is it an endless threnody, then, that rehearses itself in my candle-lit 
house? A melodram a where the music ("melos") has returned to claim the 
stage. Not my own valedic tion, but this ceremonialization proper: the 
power of art to encode affection itself. The Living eager attaching eros. "Of 
that softest hair" (Elly Ameling sings Obradors's "Del cabello mds sutif') 
"which you wear in braids / I must make a chain / to draw you to my 
side ... . " In the music/poetic that I'm hearing , human desire is enacted in 
the creative strain and release of phonemes or blue notes - and these 
enactments, in turn, become the objects of desire. We adore as we listen and 
read; our adorations lodge. This is the charm I imagine at work cast upon 
Rachmaninov crescendos or Reynaldo Hahn 's modulated smoke: I can be 
found there! [Whitman: "Now it is you, compact, visible, realizing my 
poems, seeking me .... "] 

This retrospection we might share is now engaged. A loved-one 's loves 
are lived again in the favored words or songs that we attend . "I should like, 
my darling , to be a jug in your house ," sings Elly as Obradors, "to kiss your 
lips / when you went to drink " : "para besarte en La boca, I cuando fueras a 
besar." Or be released as music toward your elegiac ears. Generous act of 
your attendance upon my own attention. 

Listen: Remember me. 
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Jinnee 

One day which stood numerous - a great wooden trough - passengers 
paddled with my eyes until resigned to myself closed in. 

One day in the distance as I drew nearer a man emerged from the ground 
each month and questioned me: "Wha t's the restitution, and when will you 
come hide in our hiding places?" 

One day my absence dissolving climbed into a call tree: a cow, a buffalo , 
an elephant, elephant fat, apes, locusts , a black fur , camel lips, tore the body 
to pieces with his fingernails, a dog asleep snoring which filled our hearts 
with description , a donkey which resembled a cow and a sea-bird. 

Seeing the violent world-eminent merchants- one day naked men with 
a strange ointment anointed their bodies. Their distended bellies reaching 
the rolling plains-go on across the grass to the opposite side. The markets 
and well-stocked shops gathered around to bid me farewell - I lay in a 
corner with a leg bone so that the ornamental air would come back with 
terror, and I was rapturously welcomed. 

One well-trained day dragged out the young bird. The sun weighed anchor 
in the ominous twilight, crouching upon my shoulders, one foot against 
my belly, kicking me every time I stopped. After weeks of servitude I began 
to ferment , tripping around the trees so woozily I'm known among the 
travellers as 'Washed Ashore'. I ran to the edge of the tilting deck and said, 
'Tm a very old man. I have been young and beautiful and the men grew 
wings on their shoulders and for 

One day flew in the air-all his possessions my possessions - to allow me 
to cling to him took hold of his waist carried me up swiftly into the high 
higher. ... I saw two faces coming up towards me. 'Who are you?' 'We are 
your worshippers.' 'Is this how friends behave?' 'We are the bonds of 
friendship."' Leading him away the boys kissed him again and again with 
tears running down his cheeks. "Mocher," he cried, "chat man is my other 
mother." It would be a grief or a wealth in his need. I am here, master -
I am here at your service! 
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"In a Little Stream of Ascending Air" 

One mound with a tree - pages - basked in this red and violet spring. 
Big hats quivered after nights that sheltered the strawberries. An empty 
basket, "blurred and dewy," stirred by the greenery and children asleep. A 
circle hunting on its own. 

A circle hunting on its own: Oak leaves may fill my mouth when my time 
comes. A zone more distant of signals - winds and light rays, a wall, a gate 
- because faith by jumping from wall to wall slid down her shoulders, and 
the walnut tree swallowed a vaporous leaf. She scanned the sky-levi ration 
of the hydrangeas - "It's all a question of the air they breathe." 

And letting my skin divergent keen among the rose bushes bear witness to 

another zodiac - loose but dormant - as the air touches it the subterra
nean chain - tapering fingers - will shoot light : juice and pulp . 

There flickered in her face th e month of July, repeating the ends of her 
sentences. 
" . . . rose to the ceiling", 

" ... light th ere", 
" ... covered the ripe cherries " 
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To John 

In the scale of animated consequences, I put the seed into the ground -
then he is one of the noblest perspectives - (but there were no footmarks 
on the wet lawn.) 

Taken from this place within - manifestations of my approaching -
pitched their tents in the valley, imaging the sky. You hung on the clouds , 
matured of that thirst to generate itself. Of his being a mirror would be held 
up to winding chambers - to be our presence there we could define 
perception. Braids in hand from you the winds pass ( ... then I'LL hide like 
a child in sleep ... ) 

I was walking in the city and turned the corner. The hill on which we stood 
was an assemblage of sexual motions in his eyes and lips. My companion, 
unembarrassed, turned to his play. I'm an object of generosity for their 
residence with me. The instruments of a perfect republic on his pillow. 

In walking he observed two men they came up to him. It falls into it, the 
waterfall of the stream. The pool is trembling in the light of noon. I undress 
- spray over all my body - leap from the rock - climbing into this 
fountain -

- and the curved lines opened by his smile transfuse from one language 
into another ... 

A man is beautiful comprehensively. I saw your ideal world on the footing 
of intimacy to contemplate its emanations .... 
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To John 

You bring and banish myself, so I'll send the rest in. The following things 
popped - expectations have been pushing each other - unpacked my 
books in the passage I found a head widens as it becomes bare - which 
spread, from a little hill, your whole continent. 

If the nation is just beginning I'll walk east, west, north, south. He was there 
on the road for placing a man in the room where I slept . They breed these 
whistle leaves - gathers to me irregularities as opportunity- and looking 
upon ethereal things as materials of your swimming purpose , the trees 
when put in comparison have seen their dancing master. And furniture, 
onions, beans, cups and saucers empty on these events any pleasure of 
disposition looking down at satisfaction: safety. 

He's neither here not there but he came over to me and detained me. A wet 
night puts his hand co his head - speakers have passed - you were 
mounted on chat face swelling into its intensity- scene-shifters away at 
an overture . . . 

. . . at once the gradations and filling up whole ... 
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Kevin Magee 

Aaron Shurin, Into Distances, Sun & Moon Press, 1993. 

Glimpses of floating cloud , and the distant glitter of the glacier. A 
physical world, grandiose but not infinite, perceptible with a transparency 
chat is never clarity, as it was only rarely chat the eye was able to find pleasure 
in the object itself. Nomadic, it widens and blurs encompassing ranges. 
"Beat the air these years his eyes are wanderers. He came forward again and 
sec chem free" ("Breach"). The fraternal forest, paved spaces of the 
slaughterhouse, exorbitant capacity for the common stranger dispersed in 
as profound an ecstasy as language, the shimmer of ciphers and their 
historical scamp. This work visions numbers, faces given way to flows, an 
erotic nondifferentiacion and diffusion , expanse of proximity and pleni
tude. "My feet ahead of me - trembling resources - between chat 
enormity and the moon on the hilltop here. Now I can hear part of myself 
penetrated by individualities. The city is immense " ("In the Misc"). This 
is social: the murmur of many voices across a single voice embracing 
slippage, the eliding of individual subjectivity in the process of grouping 
juxtaposed parts, contradictory predication seized without letting go of the 
power to say 'I' and give free vent to trembling. A writing whose graphic 
emotional permeations occur in firm relation to the formal and lexical 
attributes which conscellace the lyric, only the paragraphs, their weights 
and durations, an accumulation of clauses at once specific and extravagant, 
offer a broader and more melodious explanation, external flashes as in the 
paradisiacal panic of a dream- granular, shining and fragrant floridity, 
harmonious caprice. 

Or a dark thing made darker by its double. A past chat is not lose and 
here, in the time of the writing- at a stageable distance. "The Deposito
ries" and "Scrips and Screamers" return to Whitman, but not the Whitman 
whose sexuality is brought out and rewritten to project a liberated 
homosexual identity radical in its forward goal: the transformed, utopian 
body of libidinal possibility as figure for the perfected community, its 
collective life ("City of Men," As Dream, 0 Books, 1989). The two poems 
from Into Distances, which appear far apart in the book, near beginning and 
end, as though frame or window for one aspect at least of chis book's 
urgency, its vigilant ministrations, reinscribe the Whitman of the Civil 
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,,-ar, Whitman the nurse and diarist who comments more than once 
among the eighty-five paragraphs in Specimen Days presented as a record 
of his experience of the war, the first modern war (and th e first war to be 
photographed) - that it cannot be represented. 

Whitman 's entries provide the material for carving- as if suddenly the 
words appeared in large clear letter s on a wall or block of stone- the sign 
for a contemporary and continuing terror , "a shark fin disease, barely 
indicated above, red maw gaping beneath the sight line - for those, chat 
is, who live- marginal- beneath the infested sea" (Aaron Shurin, "N ores 
from Under," ACTS 10, 1989). To name it, now , in the poem , would only 
serve to define and limit the dimension of chat struggle, where to write 
against forgetting means to fight to remember chat chis reality is mor e than 
its name: it is a social and historical fact which threaten s to be forgotten 
every time it is represented , and it must be represented. This is the political 
aspect. le is not (only) a politi cal cause, and nothing would prove more false 
than to compose it. "A simple word remains a wound and cannot be healed 
the first day. I hope you understand what battle this was" ("T he Place"). 

As for the book, as a whole, these are episodes "on the threshold of 
narrative," the liminally visual scene not exactly vanishing befor e a gliding 
referent breathless to enlarge and expand remote materials intercut in 
layers of rhythmic text. Eve1y piece both is and is not autonomous and 
detachable, discrete units retaining , like a pillow full of echoes , seriality 's 
sensitivity. Figures emerge and recede , sometimes with names as in a 
novel- thi s vocal play another measur e of the distance th e work has come. 
Emphatic emblems of door and window amplify th e proj ection of conflict 
and intention, "pull to pieces resemblance, " and the resulting fluidity 
between inside and outside- the house, the room, the mesa, the city 
street- heighten acts of attention veering off, linked to the movement of 
a strangely plural subject. "W e're dancing-distort sufficiently-for the 
pleasure of identities overlap" ("One Evening"). The writing remains in 
imagination from her side, whose face appears in shadow ("She has the face 
of the subject, the feeling of removal, orifices of someone else, and is 
collecting the rest of destin y)" ("Forward or Back"), "a portrait in com
mon" refusing to be reduced and domesticated in the obsession to 
dominate, in the compulsion to control dom ain . "T hey were in a wood of 
her tales" ("World "). Startling religious aspirations rise along the ancient 
trope of the wanderer embodying the poetic calling , a foreign name for 
writing such as this which keeps in mind th e future, remaking the 
Imaginary necessa1y to th at future, trespassing borders and finding in new 
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inclusivity a form and forum for the dream of true democracy carved into 
the space of sound . "I passed in a foreign tongue, ceaselessly prep aring for 
another construction" ("Into Distance s"). 
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Mark McMorris 

Dialegomai 

1. 

Something went on, and is trying to make its way out of the dark; I feel its 

movement. 

It is light, but moving so slowly we will collapse from anticipation or rage 

before it reaches us. And what insolence to equal our snail's slide along the 

leaf vein, a poor glass of water indeed! 

Then the men in sweaters and white hair-for all their I-am-a-natural

force confidence-do not escape the dark. The chalk, like the mo on they 

study , makes notations from another source, and cannot supply energy out 

of itself. 

They write in a dead alphabet-that of the Greeks-to embalm what the 

Hebrew resurrection left behind , earthbound as that race is. I mean our 

bodies, left to go their own way .. . 

Two words, haywire, unde r the Eucalyptus trees, alive in the pace of a 

sandal, closing like the boy Keats, unfinished . 

Masterless, but the bougainvillea votes in our behalf for some decisive 

flowering or did, when through cracks of the moon in the jalou sie window 

I saw it move, somebody's shoulder, and grow strange again. 
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2. 

My marble at bottom cracks so severely that the traditional fetishes-a pay 

check, a vagina-lose their spice altogether. One goes through the humping 

motion in a sort of disbelief. 

On what grounds, then , might we decide which of the newer kinds offetish 

to rub? 

Categories fall in once more. 

A battle-line indistinguishable from chaos. You speak again of a shell of 

tangents that mask a more shapely interior, order known only by 

computation? 

A mapping of desire, a map . Something to travel over but without the 

ditches, or the wild game. 

Cannot support the hole. My arms are tired. But it keeps crashing in on me. 

An awareness of the debris of our own hearts ... 

Of the ruckus in the tide pool-not merely as goings-on, as the poet said

but as what there is to it. What else would there be? 

And the blind eye! How the beast howled! 

An abode of microscopic animals all of them with ears standing straight up, 

attuned to a disorder we dismiss as their friendliness. 
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But it crashes in. Blew him right back to the island. And the winds deserted 

him. 

You think of the body, don't you, as the nervous tail of a lizard no longer 

on its baking stone, when in fact it is so much more . The tail is still palpable 

inside the brain, attached, waving as we speak. 

And you are divided between them, like the joint of a finger unable to bend 

yourself, but at the crux of it: the wobbly pivot of Archimedes . 

• 

One observes the ambiguous cavities in the body as one observes certain 

kinds of exotic fish in a tank: from boredom. 

Somebody, hopefully, will overfeed them. 

I have bought a scoop net and practice on the tide-pool with the debris 

there, some of which I seal off, some of which I send to _____ . She 

does not reply, but neither does she disagree, I'm sure, with my int ention 

to drain the pool and fill it with fresh noise. 
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3. 

Think of being as a door knob-but chink, first, around language: you are 

bound to find a dog there waiting to jump all over you. It already wags a 

hard tail and ... 

Look, its footprints! I smell it; the hairs on my neck stand up tentatively. 

An alibi, chat's all .. . 

Ah, there is the dog now. You are surprised to see how friendly it is? 

A phantom. One cannot help but hanker after ... 

All the howls have been howled, yet I suspect that we are still here. Do you 

agree with chis? And if so, we are obliged to marry-correct? 

Are we waiting? Do we sink? Up to our necks? Over? On, Winnie ... 

"Footprints, as we see them erased, take off the beach ... " 

Well and good! The beast is repetitive. 

Because yesterday, when you were mixing the lemonade , I thought: I don't 

chink the world exists. But there I was all the while chinking it, smiling at 

the songbird, as if at a private joke badly told. 
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4. 

Fire Pare of a flame closest to the nozzle 

Rose A vase falling in silence, commotion of deep waters 

Mask Grimace somewhat misunderstood 

Sparrow Flutter over them, a minute glitter 

Shell Texture of missing, what the fingers turn up 

Sycamore Girl in green head wrap, at the stone basin 

Vase Black athletes black horses, an ideal place for a rose 

Water Turbid, pellucid, undertow, white: over a bed of grey pebbles 

Music Any dog's howl may be music 

Man A peep from the author's mouse hole 

Cistern A basket of simples cut from my weedy heart 

Geometry Pure rectangle giving rise to a jet of milk 

Coffee cup A black well like a rose 

Domino White eye, a Cyclops killing sheep, at the cave mouth 
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Paint What flakes from the marble Venus, her shawl of rock 

Wind harp Dangle of no use without wind 

Melody Clear water from her mouth to mine 

Breath Dear melody from his mouth co mine 

Kiss Face of a buttercup nestled in spring grass 

Radiator A deaf snake chat chimes in among blue 
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5. 

"Never seeing the reason for bewilderment, anyone who pays careless 

attention to a thing will see not a face, but a thing. The thing yields up its 

meaning, is worthy of the glance of a connoisseur, if on ly there were eyes 

to see. This is a wicked way of making an ass out of yourself." 

An animal strapped to a dead Language as to a pack: 

a snake spoke English. 
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6. 

Things keep interfering. Good. 

The mind is dusted, the heart 

emptied of agitation waits 

on my signal: everything in order. 

As wind boosts the natural gift 

of feathers , making blue air light, 

so language, doing the opposite, 

boosts my natural indolence. 

Things keep interfering. Too many 

faces have gone down behind 

the wallpaper, I cannot drowse. 

The birds-thank god-lack memory. 

Good. Despair relieves the itch 

in an adjoining room , the boil 

of must breaks down and drains 

to nothing serious, humidity lifts. 

Things keep interfering. A door 

slams open; or a songbird draws 

out tranquil evening toward magic. 

Good. A telephone. The day's dust 

settles into the old furniture 

of null and counter-null. 

An archaeologist scrawls his note, 

then dissents, and keeps digging. 
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Drew Gardner 

Fire Music 

the broken glass of river 
reflects the sky 
in shards, as a flurry 
of keeping, held out 
ruins , present , like the gods 
of the heart 's edge 

there's a humming bird 
at the bottle brush tree 
to burning wood, there's always 

a face in the flames 

though the foot slips 

when I said map I meant 
borrowed time 

that scales the esplanade of moon 
posing as a trick 
aloneness as an originaliry 
now worse or better 
now sharp or winter 

the grass is a green flame 
under the blanket of snow 
the underside of the clock 's noise, 
a muscle that soaks up the day 

th e color of a blade 
as the flame passes over it 
over the flux of waiting 
where years skid 
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a mirror 
no stone can crack 
a shoe to walk in 
an oar 

that disaffects the waves, still 
born gravity to lake's blackness 

interfere for all stolen things 
flying things the color of blood 
is the affect in the machine 
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The Shore 

late swans in the light of bod y's edge 
where no worship rises like violence 
through a pur e cup held before you 

argued with the cop who towed 
my car, which I had left 
to save the girl drowning in 
the road 's lake, 
pulled her up 
out of th e brok en ice 
and water 

th e sun 's echo is an originality 
glass wind in opaque blood 
explodes, the guy 
on the train who can 't keep 
himself awake , year 's garme nt 
grips the ceiling of th e palate 
stars fall and retrieve 
from the darkness of the mouth 
thi s solitary door of banishment 
to trade for mamma l and forgiveness 

lowered down into the agony 
of the stream and the 
curved force of the forest 's 
grat itud e, only screaming 
as only the murdered cow 
can scream, for the un fair 
electricity of presence 

th e sto nes on the shore ware 
into evolution from the win d's fire 
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strangely awake, through the lighthouse 
and its slogan would rest 
house upon hous e in the verticality 

instant scandal of metal and water 
to the sky's eventual 
palatine revenge 
chat the splendor might be mere isolation 

the gift and touch of tricking 
self-extinction even 
into this single life, out of the water 
the girl I saved was myself 
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The Bridge 

the river ages the submerged tree 
posing as a road, interval 
of life from window to window 
a body covered in wet leaves 
a stag jumps into your path 
as you carry yourself down the hill 
a first thing, eventually 
toward the horizon's 
interruption, beacon 
dissolved in the cruelty of the storm 

mysterious births overtake 
the floating tribe 
as the pain of an island , or salamander 
moving in the ivy 
not of opposition, but coinciding with it 
galaxies separating and flung deep 
blue body in danger 
to the green of finding 
itself replaced 
by a mineral subjectivity 
from the forge and predicament 
of false yellow 

blew through the toll plaza 
and stopped on the obstructed 
bridge by policeman's light, the blasting sound 
from the wielding like the wall-eyed 
greeting of the ancestor 
supposedly to the guy next to me with the 
same name, the bridge disappears 
in lurid fog and 
recognition, water above and below 
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kelp, foot, basket, and jealous 
a kind of propering 
rage the ice on the neighbor's pool 
and strange garage 

burning unconsciously in consuming 
blue of space and tear 
myself out of the stupid 
jacket chat drowns 
like a false god into the depth 
and transparencies of the stage 
the same thread of electromagnetic 
credulity rich shadow and 
excommunication's garden 
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Passive Fire 

held the broken refuge of event 
to itself, a war you didn 't 
want , didn 't start 
but are 

with the jawbone of increase 
rush to ocean 
where the dark inside 
of air 
interrupts 

there is a flower I 
can ' t explain in how 
much , over, cast rain 

to listen through the roof's 
door to the circus music 
among the deadl y layers 

sharp light 

curve of Earth 

a flying bird in un created darkness 
liking the fury of its help 
all snow and brief bewilderment 
of sound , souls in a room 

her shadow has taken it back 
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Entrance 

wrath hides as love and love as wrath 
in the sincerity of the storm 
bottomlessly not yours 

the ocean makes you sick, sickness 
shot through with grace 

a garden of semblance, entire 
to be separated by itself in age 
the street holds forth vision 
to azure wage, a sky to be returned to 

air is risky knock yourself 
awake from false birth 
didn't seem like birth at all 
but dark gods 

perfections leave us instantly 
as resemblances, a person 
an intersection of matter's 
directionality, impossible 
to be separated from the fire 
but that the back is turned 

I dreamt a star was broken 
but it was only breath 
empty and full in its time 
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"eternity is a burning intimacy ... " 

eternity is a burning intimacy 
scorches the eye where red wheat 
grows in the night like reversal 

the stranger 's scare replaces 
acrostic hand withdraws 
its punishment, where 
there's plenty to do 
stunned by sparkling animal net 
pulls us onto the bed 
in bed clothes heat, a phone call 
to the mind, evaporates 
in days and personages 
just a precipitate left 
of come with us 
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Gustaf Sobin 

The Empty Alphabet 
-for M. O'B. 

you inhale them , the 
hills, find yourself uttering in 

tense 
segments, the ledges, the brittle gold 
of the oaks. an 
earth effusive, but only 

in its letters , the 
breath 's 

transparent coinage. you 
who'd spend, if you could, even your
self, 
setting hands, 
heart, hair to those all 
but ob-

solescent measures . oh burst 
world, blown 
whispers, who 'd feel, 
finally, your whole body harden to 

an 

orifice of 
air. 
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Blue, She Said 

... would vanish 
within those accomplished spaces: you, who'd 
lived on 
el-

lipsis alone, on the intermittent heart of 
your 
own, coiled viscera . blue, you 'd 
ask? blue, keep insisting? 
blue, a-

mongst the 
cleaved waves of those meticulously 
executed mountains ? doesn't the foam -at last-

catch fire? you who 'd enter, finally, that 
very insertion, slipping past 
the 

pounding of so much 
swollen 
mirror, edge emptiness, now, with these broken 
tokens. beyond you, not even the 

wind-
tufted fennel 
weathers its dark 
idyll. 
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Under the Bright Orchards 
-for M.W . 

. . . ink 's for the 
phosphorous white eyelets, for sprinklin g the 
pages with 
blown 
phonemes. a counterworld , you'd 

called it: an erratic calligraphy 
of 
hatched shadows (was what 
had brought us, carried us, in dark drafts, a
cross the 
vaporous Landscapes of the 
rigorously 

pre-
scribed). a squiggle, then, for the 
first hornet , pale 
tracery · 

for the rush, clustering , of 
bud. does it curl , will it catch? wrap us, this 
very instant, in the 
folds of our 

own 
dictation? here, here 's 
a 

dash, and there, the scooped hull of some sudden 
imperative. drags, now, 
in deep loops, 
our 
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hearts under , holds us in the 
spell of 
its running numbers. rocks, walls, the laddered 
light: what the knuckles , 
a-

lone , substantiate. passage, a passage, at 
last, through the blanch ed 
!ID-

measurable. yes, here, in a shiver of 
blossoms, gloss of 
winds, draws us - in 
rhe 
hollow coil of our own, dark scribbles - past. 
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The Body Being Porous 

the body being porous, spoke of 
light as 
solid, as a 
density quilled on 
whisper alone. pilgrim lost in 
a 

liturgy of 
pebbles, it's the bees, now, that 
magnify the 

edifice. tell no one chat the 
mouth, the 
deep crest of its wave, has come to 

rest, finally, a
gainst the 
conch's 

cracked pelvis. 
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JeffGburek 

Dream Harvest: The Lost Synthesis 

I cannot draw a single drop 
of blood from being alone 
but suggests this scarlet building 
along the walls of cloud, 
a cloak to press upon us 
however far apart we are 
(and that is a constant) 
where sea sun and sand weld 
between the broken moment 's grain. 

Where hands chat pass the face's crack 
thermal co the dooming curve, 
where northern lights erode and spy 
I will attend the cold, unknowing 
face of every resurrection: 

To chink a light within a door 
the shadow of a flesh no more 
rippling through our sheets, 
restless with freckles, aloes 
pressed amid the rose, nipple 
dark flesh & night 's blood, windows 
fogging up the memoried door 
whose subtle slash oflighc won't close. 

To dance around a ring of stones 
and lay my riddled bucket down 
held co once releasing rain. 
To wake and find I cannot draw 
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this scarlet face within its sun 
nor bring myself to utter silence 
- this alone I cannot say. 

Pompeii-Sorrento 
3.20.93 
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Identity's a chord 
stuck in time, twelve-toed 
gnome to unwelcome plectrum 
fingers I am to strangle 
taut enough to pluck 

An inner stench of living 
echo yanked a rime to chase 
the spillage over cut-up towers 
newt of ash, dangling their waste 

Unsounded dawner, scrub-brushed 
pelican beat up under the bust -
the devil cycles by us 
clowning gears of brain to 
A terror no less this bowery 
phlegm of fugue we chant 
may be all we have of her left 
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for she was ash slipper upon 
a tree where I burn, worse than gone, 
those baroque atoms keeping 
me warm - she falls where she fills 
the vast chilling core without form 
of days yet remember 
your love Kathleen cast 
the fathom where my 
false foot stung, food fed 
from the minute I ever got 
born to cry, a curdled spleen 
centuries sold back of syllables distilled 
between broken arms & promises 
midnite 's round about moon fulfills for 
one on one on time does teach 
love, in which I may see 
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A chafing lamp dark unfueled 
equal noisome quarried sorrow. 
Sorrow a laughter, bank of snow 
yestereve worms of memory bejewel. 
Midden the hidden lotus 
wither lands & water made one, 
stellar carve of mind I'd focus 
heart on, surf-foam, bones. 
Not here, there. Cold & crooked 
wheezes cut in icy sheet, 
ice and salt plowing hooves 
plorable wind to scribbled plait, 
moon, rosette-white, sinking 
beneath the nerve. Glove well dream-worn. 
And what me in her seen refugee 
stood half-bitter, sweetness to shore . 
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world emargin me 
drunk uh y' r buckets 

no longer conductor no more flame 
I 
suffer to contain you 
slash of the bull-tide 
on the hoardal abutm ent 
sand-spackled my faces 
the pepper of shipwrecks 
along the pools where she inserts 
anemone fingers 
wove me praetextus 

crying dinglicht 
ah, we're all waxen 

we tapeloop Mirandolas 
we Magdalen jars 
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we, "the weakener," I 
God's death, only ours, disguised 

And when fed up with this island, 
on which we play 'being alive' 
there 's boundless sea - I draw 

a few drops to sprinkle on your head -
it glows white, grows hard 

- debifi si, che perla in bianca fronte -
white as bone washed by tides 

This rite of passage, risen from the dead 
not yet dry from the bath , fills the blood 

new in this old world as if 
She had a face, smooth as glass 

hands that brought what they'd never had 
& "it seems to me again" 

Search is then our untouched land 
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in homage of P.P.P. 

this is not the road to Thebes 
( the cal ends read to ten nineteen) 

His face is onion red with hate 
lust and anger layer him back 

along a broken, noble, crevice of street 
he cannot pass. Sun and glare 

raise the bloodied earth to sky 
slam (the sphinx was in a dumpster) 

clamber woken rills to chair 
of mercy, melancholy, justice, peace 

"I wore my father 's fascist face inside out " 
laughing he had a spray-paint gun 

to deface his monument ("how else 
am I gonna get any new work done?") 

"So this was your heaven, " I said, 
"before the stars and sickle fell ... 

Ostia 
November 
1993 

(like, "huh," outside the poem) 
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Hymn to Venus 

Relax and languor on that lap 
green heaving hunger pushes like 
back of the sky, skull, city, 
washes filthily over crests of oil 
carrying you pink & ftesca 

from some fucking abyss the 
sickle's still wet with crumbling 
in our rusty too-counted-on hands. 
The mind is abacus . (Discourse, stolen) 
And you Venus-eyed someone 
painted over dripping wet & 
wet million wave-calls you 
are your eyes along sloping 
shoulder 's sandy lay two 
vaginas on all wisdom laughing for 
above you teem those cherub-gulls 
squawking some dance over 
what you feed them we already 
know passes circling, cycling 
back from the eye/spine 
crunch of fear & shudder you 
drive across this lonely 
stinking world we breed in. 

I turn away. You disappear. 
Into the streets I go confusing 
right left behind going forward 
wrongly (accident) there you are in your 
flood & memory turning into me 
with all life's passing groan 
& briskly moving lights in faces 
of each some even taciturn, regretful 
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yet a candle lie to your invisible 
(and how shall we say?) presence, perfume 
hiding, roaming, revealing, 
retreating each of us in our own 
way uninvited here , unknowing 
chat some press yet close 
to your violent, terrible, essentially 
ununderstandable & necessary growing 
feeling wild-worried tear-fed 
thing you are not nor we 
without returned to wondering. 

And the mind is no abacus 
but precious in your ordering 
wrapped in sludge & unsweeping 
wings chat dreamed as 
a patient with fever there 
was some rush in blood could 
salvage from that painted shore 
your wreckage, beauty, terror 
laid in sea-smiles receding 
as you dream translated 
misty in the dancing 
children of the air 

and electricity 

just gone out. 

1.5.93 

(& 3 Angels in Her Sky) 
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Hymn to Jesus 

You stumbled but didn't flee. 
You mumbled but didn't groan. 
Praying was heaven's height -
Your body's hymnal rose. 
To break your song they hung you up 
where your lips might press 
to four corners of the world. 
And to be its singing echo you bled 
and held one note surpassing confidence 
until the great cacophonous outcry ran 
up and down the ages' spine 
broken and weary from so much abuse -
and all might so flow, span 
the ripping tendons of this song 
and issue now to wash you clean, 
giving your body back to seed. 
Tears rise up the ripening ducts 
just as flames consume the tree 
and shoot from painful wells of being 
into unseen webs of light and sound 
as blood to every bodily crossing puts 
its heart out past the opening wound, 
the earthward torrent , 
glowing lava, liquid fire 
crimson bathing syllable aura 
on muted throats straining 
their tongues to speak and drink 
this cup I wed to thought, feeling 
where either bears the other 
there, you, torching all 
with love undeni able to renew 
the charge, consent, for the body does 
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in song so reach, become the world 
the bodily consent, even ifl hate , 
in pain deny as garbage shit we call 
art, spirit, even chis you give us, 
is us given, signing onto every pact 
and every flame of hell tackles up 
the air of Michael's heaven-born 
sword driven with idiot-speed down. 

Sept. 21 Santa Maria Novella 
Oct. 10 Pinacoteca Nazionale, Bologna 
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Hymn to Kali 

Shiva's dancing brings up sweat, 
dredges, churns, boils up all that 
inner water until, like dew curling 
on midnite lawns, the body bathes 
in its own sea, until that ocean risen 
falls to the field, dizzy 
from the trance, fainting. 

As if it were a corpse it falls 
with a thud earth hears, Shiva's 
body collapses, Vishnu's tears. 

Watch them dance the rumbling thuds 
of the drum & crash into one another 
stampeding - They dance , they know 
what they do, bodies wheeling in lust 
the dance chastens, purifies. 
Until the moment comes they're all one blood, 
one heart four flamed pumping one ... 
Then they expire, snuff out, spill over, 
collapse, groan to be turned over, 
relished in the mouth of the god. 

It eats them. The cave of rhythm 
swallows them whole. They moan. 
Everyone is alone. No one will know 
the extent the god 's unnumbered arms 
stretch to gather in the food they 
irrigate unalienly preoccupied with the steps 
they take up to the lit place where 
they eat the god. Shiva 's dancers , raw, 
do light steps up and down the mountainous cloud, 
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leaping as from Lykos, Sappho, 
who saw her foam-wreathed face, the grimace 
in the cliff-god, who leapt, as they leapt 
(but they up!) for love. They fall down, 
they rain up the cave which turns over 
its mouth , mother , to drink them up 
who've become our well, our thirst 
our cup & corpulent blood of water. 
Rushing, volcanic , undrinkabl e 
unless that third eye-break spans it, 
less that eye break the mountainous cloud, 
put that son in his mother 's form 
that mother-father figure one sound daughter 
that cannot be made. 

It cannot be known it is impossible. 
We do not eat what we eat daily. 
Nothing is revealed. The unknown -
implausible as all. And the cave 
of rhythm carves shadows in us deeply 

who hear behind the million 
shutting doors a murmur . 
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Lisa Houston 

The Salt Plains 

l. 

At last we are tired of the quietness and what 
we desire is a bitter taste. 

We admonish the dirt and raise it to our lips 
in the sequence of extreme seasons 

in the middle of th e dream. Salt rains down and measures 
the necessity of travel of carrying oneself 
beyond the harvest 

such gathering to protect 
will till and lull away. 

We scrape and dig usurp what pretty rocks 
the water washes up . 

on the threshold of an unseen rain 
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zz. 

He said these leaves 
not knowing their value or 
the wherewithal of children 
brought in 
dispersed with the food. 

Our wrists looping the air 
we began to signal our origins when 

he turned and put them in his mouth. 

days scratching like hired lives 
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zu. 

What came in with meat and trust came in 
on this plain: He sees the catalpa and its blossoms 
and repeats its name in the air 

There are the gusts on the topsoil 

hiding treasure 
in a slick stone well. 

merciless and 

sleep without authority 

revealing 

what is left to arrive. 
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zv. 

Upcountry there are birds. 

We recall the fragrance and grains 
poured out in night offerings. 

We recall the rain and high stepping 
to our own loose sermons . 

The vast fertiliry has been carried away 
and stillness has been planted here . 

He said it all backwards: 

Perhaps the salt happened in your sleep. 

leap 
I pretended 
requesting only 
a claw, a wing 
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V. 

We say we have imagined ourselves 
and we are imagining an oily prayer 

recapitulated in the birds' flight. 
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Vt . 

Dea r Grandmothers 

salt, bones, evening, the neglected foliage 
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Charles Olson 

Culture & Revolution 

A culture is the use to which the premises of a society are put by 
the finest living members of it . By finest, I mean as direct a test as that in 
the game, Hangs Thy Head: Fine, or Superfine. And by way of example, 
I mean the U.S.A .: the principle , Totality, or, what is more noticeable , the 
method of that principle, Organization. 

It is very 
boring that Americ ans, and the world in general, still won 't see that there 
is no real discrepancy between the monster America - the T raff1c Manag
ers, ofanything, even an Eisenhower, of war-and, say, the American poets, 
dancers, music-makers . 

The virtu es of these latter 
are the true evidence of the culture and are closer in the fineness of the 
management of the energy- are as fresh as, more fresh than - are more like 
the Traffic Managers than they are like the Culture Mongers of the 
universities , the radio , rhe movies , publishing, television, the magazines. 

In other words , Catullus , Horace, Propertius, 
Ovid coincide with the emergence of a new world power (March, 1897, 
Pittsburgh , U.S. steel production for the first time outweighs the world 's, 
up to and including some date ahead). 

The radical of any culture is - and the determinant of how far it 
will go, where it will go - is: what it rakes a man to be, in other words, how 
it disposes its attention to him or her, whoever he or she is who is fine or 
superfine. 

And rhe issue - the future of the cultur e -
is exactly now - is no less than rhe finest living members. 

CHARLES OLSON PAPERS, PROSE SERJES, UN fVERSITY OF CONNEC TI CUT LIBRARIES, 

STO RRS. CO PYRIGHT 1994 BY THE UN IVERSITY OF CO NNEC TI CUT LIBRARIES. ALL 

RJGHT S RESERVED. 

[This essay was written circa 1952. -e ditors] 
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There is 
no "hope" - except in the living being who wants a difference, in short, in 
what he or she does with his or her now alive life. No knowledge of 
civilizations or of present conditions is the equal of this conundrum. And 
the riddle of it and the pun of its answer is precisely the point where any 
of us other Americans front to, and displace, the more conspicuous 
representatives of our power: quid est veritas? Es vir qui adest. 

By the forelock, then: Totality, as already culture, as no longer 
revolution for world power byway of politic s and economics; as something 
as "american" as the organization of notes , syllables, arms, legs, a man's 
labor and his life. 

For all the continuing 
rumpus about the individual and the collective (and the Americans are 
surely the organizers of the latter , the engineers of it if not the formulators) 
- even the finest of the debaters, even Simone Weil, say, or Ernst Zander 
- all falls short by some lack of the totality which an American is proficient 
in, is a pro of, inevitably, even ifby the negative of its power, the refusal of 
same, the rejection of it, simply because he is participant - is, throughout 
his life- of the most organized attack on the good which men, it does seem, 
have ever mounted. Our power as a people can also be poised on a word
play, this time in solid American Anglo-Saxon: by goods we destroy good. 
This is the radical of the suicide everyone is now prepared to grant ''The 
System" has committed itself to. Yet granting it, allowing it will, letting it, 
happen, the revolution of culture demands that any of us say- with equal 
risk and fierceness to the will of the destruction - what is good, how is it 
got clear of the ruin , what is it at that other end? In other words, is totality 
invertible? (That I do not even consider it controvertible should make very 
clear that I am an American, thus post-Christian , Jewish, Greek, post
modern - and after-Eisenhower). 

Miss Weil: 

"W hat is sacred in man? 

In every man there is something sacred. But it is not his 
person. Nor is it the human person in him. It is simply he, this man, that is sacred. 

Exactly what is it that prevents me from gouging out a 
man's eyes, ifit amuses me and I am free to do it? Although he is sacred to me in 
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his entirety he is not sacred to me under every aspect or from every point of view. 
He is not sacred to me because his arms happen to be long or his eyes blue or his 
thoughts trivial. Nor because he happens to be a duke or a streeccleaner. None of 
these things would hold back my hand. 

What would hold me back would be the knowledge that 
if his eyes were gouged out, his soul would be torn by the thought chat someone 
was doing evil to him. From the earliest childhood to the grave, there is something 
in the depths of every human heart which, in spite of all the experience of crimes 
chat have been committed, endured, & observed, invincibly expects people to do 
good and not evil. More than any ocher thing, chis is the sacred element in every 
human being." 

Taking it at the other end, "speaking as an American", not at all looking 
for a spiritual revolution, staying a relativist (the Frenchman, say, in Belsen, 
who took the job of the Nazis to seal his fellow countrymen into the cattle
cars for shipment to the furnaces of Majdanek in order - it was found out 
after the Nazis found out - to juggle the bills oflading and so save 10 out 
of every 1000 from the journey), holding to the quantitative thing as a 
factor as required of us as of the traffic managers, still insisting that the 
democratic proposition is not yet more exhausted than the "aristocratic" or 
saint one (that that tension is still worth staying inside of, even if the 
"rights" business is seen to be a mediocre formulation of the justice due a 
man and is the thing which misled men into the Collective as mother
goddess and provider): inside totality, where are we, who are we? How do 
we bust open its shell of politics and economics which led even Miss Weil 
to place her hope in the individual working man (she died because she 
insisted, sick as she was of TB, on eating no more than the ration of a 
Citroen worker under the Occupation. Her death was taking it on instead 
of doing it, as the Belsen hero did it (the distinction is between the saint and 
the hero), and it is a death, a true death, of the univers concentrationnaire, 
the death from ideality , the twin, now, of the other, from totality (of which 
the concentration camps have so far given us our most marked nobles- not , 
notice, battlefields, nor, any longer, the labor movement.) 
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Nick Lawrence 

Olson's Republic 

This piece is excerpted from an essay, less in progress than in dispersion, addressing 
the question of writing's socially constitutive enactmen ts as a way of eventually 
rethinking "the political" as a form of process relating powers of saying to powers of 
doing. In more than one sense, then, its conclusions, including those pertaining to 
Olson, partake of what the poet calls "the open-ended character of the future. " (N .L .) 

having descried the nation 
to write a republic 
in gloom on Watch-House Point 

Volume III of Charles Olson's Maximus Poems begins with this runi c 
directive dating from June 1963. George Butterick, in his note to these 
lines, suggests turning to a letter from Olson to Ralph Maud for further 
evidence on what it may mean to "write a republic": "a republic [still so 
far as I can 'hear,' the real word for politics-res politius populus puberte 
public " (505); and in his note on the first mention of the term "polis" in 
Maximus, Butterick cites Olson's essay "De finitions by Undoings": 

POLIS, then, is a filled up thing (in the passive as city, 
the community or body of citizens, ... not their being 
as material , but being as group with will, and that will is 
from the Sanskrit stem to fill or fulfill, and includes such 
words as plenus, plebes, po-pulus , publicus , thus our 
public ... (25) 

Butterick also cites an earlier essay, "The Methodology is the Form," where 
Olson writes: "T he question, now, is: what is our polis (even allowing 
that no such thing can be considered as possible to exist when such 
homogeneity as any Greek city was ha s been displaced by such 
heterogeneity as modern cities and nations are)?" "Our polis, " it turns 
out here, is "the very whole world," "the State," "The System," the "totality" 
that it is incumbent on writers to "invert" and oppose "by discovering the 
totality of any-every-sing le one of us." 
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le is by means of chis discovery of singular totalities chat the Maximus 

Poems, which begins with the epigraph ''All my life I've heard/ one makes 
many, " is able to effectively counter the national logo of e pluribus unum 
with an injunction to write, co constitute, "a new social body " enacted in 
dispersed singularities, the "complex of occasions" chat characterizes both 
American potentialiry as Olson sees it and the changing human bod y 
itself. His resources for chis undertaking are many: they include Whitman 's 
poetics of constitutive address, Whitehead's philosophical understanding 
of process, Heraclicean readings of language as commonaliry, Keats 's 
articulation of negative capability. The force of Olson 's proposition, 
however , depends on how we construe the political composition of chis 
body, its relation to the cocaliry chat it is intended to invert and reinscribe, 
its modes of speaking, and particularly the dynamic of its responses to 
contingency and environment, document and event. The question these 
considerations are intended to address is simply put: What does it mean, 
in the conte xt of postwar totaliry, to write a republic? 
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"It was a polis," sd his friend , "no wonder 
you wanted to take part in its 

. " creat10n. 
("Obit" CP 426) 

By its position at the beginning ofVolume III, "to write a republic" can be 
understood as a statement of purpose for the entire last phase of Olson's 
work, as well as a way of reading what came before it. Olson uses certain 
passages in his work in the manner of soundings or compass readings, 
enabling a simultaneous drafting and perusal of the map that the work 
constitutes as it unfolds. To begin to read this statement requires asking 
careful questions of the words and their possible contexts in order to discern 
a direction that orients and locates them. How are we to read terms such 
as "nation," "republic"? How should we understand the poet 's absent 
agency, the missing I whose already achieved act of descrying the nation 
appears to motivate the writing of the republic-as, perhaps, "another 
kind of nation"? What does it mean here to descry, to write? 
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Having descried the nation: having sighted it, sited it, and, by establishing 
distance between it and the poet's own place, having provided a measure 
of location for both. Yet the word "descry'' deploys an unstable set of 
emphases, shifting from "catch sight of" to "discover" to (in an obsolete 
usage) "reveal, make known"-a use echoing the word's origin in descrien, 
to proclaim. Catching sight of the nation, then, as a fin might be sighted 
on the sea's horizon (content's slippery glimpse)-or locating it as land is 
"discovered" from on board ship? And then, within that word, another
"decry"-with its senses of both officially engineered depreciation (as 
currency is decried) and autonomous public condemnation. Descrying 
the nation: crying against it? belittling its importance as entity or category? 
What the poet has seen or done regarding the nation suggests a motive for 
the project of writing a republic, even if that motive is aversive, a turning 
away; and the sense in which "nation " is distinguished from "republic " 
would appear to have affiliation with the sense in which descrying differs 
from writing. Yet the kinship among these paired sets of words is equally 
there. One relationship cancels itself in clearing a way for the other; but 
even in doing so, the ghost of a descried nation lingers alongside the activity 
of writing a republic , as the gloom of dusk or melancholy lingers over the 
privileged site of poetic composition, Watch-House Point-a place at once 
particular and allegorical, situated precisely in a moment of time, the 
darkness of coming to write. 
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Writing a republic, then, can mean inscribing ("from scratch") chat body 
of persons, creatures, things ("objects" all , in Olson's revisionary 
materialism) chat go to make up a complex, recognized or unrecognized, 
of social relations and aspirations. Equally it may mean correcting (righting) 
the already written nature of chat body, revisiting the site of its writing in 
order co turn its course, alter its outcome. Poetry, outlawed from Plato's 
republic, wou ld here return as drafter of its constitution-not in lace 
acknowledgement of Shelley's unacknowledged legislators of the world, 
or even of Oppen 's revisionary legislators of the unacknowledged world, 
but as something different from either-not lawmaking at all in the 
regulatory sense (gridding of the state-form), but instead asymptotic line
making, surveying : walking and mapping the boundaries of possibilities 
for social assemblage (elements gathered across time as well as space), 
marking its contours in the linguistic field according co a sense of 
responsibility toward objects as "units of experience." Knowing objects, 
recognizing them, means having "waked to the truth chat the act of 
knowing a real object alters it" (Peirce 255); extending the rejection of 
Cartesian chinking, it also means acknowledging the reciprocally 
constitutive relations incurred by perception of objects . Objects know us 
into being as we know chem. Like Walter Benjamin, Olson understood 
objects as specific instances or local tendencies of a general temporal 
turbulence-a disruption that provides the ground for reconsidering the 
relation between aesthetic and political practice. 
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The republic that Olson invokes, it should be noted, is one fundamentall y 
removed from any system of organized differences posing as the fulfillment 
of a collective will (though the potential for such fulfillment resides, as 
Olson's etymologizing on "polis" suggests, in the basis of any republic). 
What he is concerned with here turns on a familiar parado x of 
constitutionality, embodied in the performative utterance "we the people, " 
which simultaneously depends on and enacts recognition of the polity it 
invokes. The poet will write thi s republic into being by means of an address 
to it, taking "writing " as a double form of addressing: to the elements or 
materials configuring the polis and to the totality that comprises them . 
Austin's notion of the illocutionary as a (nondiscursive) force in verbal 
signification is relevant here, particularly if it is extended beyond a restricted 
class of utterances to encompass the potential of any utterance . To write a 
republic is to perform it as a relation, to rescue it from the status (stasis) of 
arrested happening; it is a process of doing. 
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The poetics Olson enunciates here radically extends his understanding of 
how to locate writing socially in spatio-temporal terms . "People want 
delivery" (M II 97), in words attributable to his father the mail-carrier 
and union-member , because they lack it; and not simply delivery oj1etters 
but delivery from the conditions of separation and disarticulation that 
letters traverse. It is Olson 's task to deliver the elements of language back 
to these conditions in order to recognize their transformative potential, to 
see in them the forming ground of a potential energy constitutive of 
meaning. This is a prefigurative politics of poetic form that is at the same 
time figurative (descrying the nation) and configurative (writing the 
republic). Yet in its use of the materials at hand it is, as well, altogether 
literal. Littoral (coast haunting). Poetry as constitutionally uncertain 
enactments of a littoral address. 
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"As we have gone back beyond the polity to the polis, so we have to go 
back beyond the polis to the polices or citizen. A polis or state belongs to 
the order of 'compounds', in the same way as all other things which form 
a single 'whole', but a 'whole' composed, nonetheless, of a number of 
different parts." (Aristotle 94) 

"The 'compound' is a genus; the 'whole ' is a species of that genus . 
'Compounds . .. are of two sorts-aggregates like a heap (mechanical), 
and aggregates like a syllable (organic)'. 'Wholes' are aggregates of the 
second or organic kind: they have a Form which gives them an organic 
unity .. . The polis is such a 'whole' ..... Aristotle notes in the Ethics, 
Book IX, c. viii, sec. 6, that 'a polis, or any other systematic whole , may be 
identified particularly with the most sovereign element in it."' (Barker, in 
Aristotle 96) 

Not Sybils but by syllables shall you be free 
(Olson , ''Antimax:imus II") 
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the Committee I of Doubles to end the World's I Troubles 

State philosophy. Unsteady state. The history of conceptual state-building 
from inside what Olson called "the Western box" affords little 
encouragement for prospective constitutionalists, especially those who 
demand that (in Arakawa and Gins's phrase) "justice be done to the poetic 
jump. " "Do we know of any greater evil for a state," asks Plato's Socrates, 
"than the thing that distracts it and makes it many instead of one, or a 
greater good than that which binds it together and makes it one?" (701) 
Not least among the ironies associated with the history of the public sphere, 
so called, is that its instantiation as a temporary autonomous zone originally 
hinged on the project of making itself obsolete-the philosopher-king's 
dream. This irony takes its modern form, Brian Massumi reminds us, in 
Wilhelm von Humboldt 's nineteenth-century blueprint for university 
education as the "spiritual and moral training of the nation," whose 
originary principle (truth) drives all learning toward an abstract ideal 
(justice) by means of an exclusive Idea (the State)-"the Prussian mind
meld," as Massumi terms it (4), that continues to inform present-day 
notions of educational mission. Consensus deformation. Plato: "There is 
from of old a quarrel between philosophy and poetry .... So long as 
[poetry] is unable to make good [i.e., Good] her defense we shall chant 
over to ourselves as we listen the reasons that we have given as a 
countercharm to her spell ... for we have come to see that we must not 
take such poetry seriously as a serious thing that lays hold on truth, but 
that he who lends an ear to it must be on his guard fearing for the polity 
in his soul" (832-833). Don Byrd points out that in Eric Havelock's Preface 
to Plato, a work from which Olson drew substantial confirmation for his 
later thinking, Havelock construes the contest between poetry and 
philosophy in The Republic as a struggle between oral poets and literate 
philosophers for control over education in the polis (Byrd 35-6). Yet Plato's 
ideological recasting of this division between muthos and logos itself 
recognizes, despite its absolute claims, the continuing dependence of each 
of these modes on the other, and of both on the power site that is the 
state-form . Even in The Republic philosophy's victory over poetry is 
necessarily incomplete, when Reason itself must be chanted as charm to 
ensure psychopolitical tranquillity. 
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Poetry as that form of discourse which distracts the state. Dis-tracts, that 
is, not simply by diverting its attention from the good, but by drawing it 
apart, dispersing and multiplying its loci of value; not just by constituting 
a space alternative to that of the state-form, but by de-gridding the concept 
of state-space, revealing it as lumpy, heterogeneous , desquamated; 
energizing it into spills and flows. Field as phasal, tendential, in formation . 
The alternative to such antihegemonic agitation is a tendency toward brittle 
simulacra, pasteboard masks ranged round (constituting) an absent center 
of power. 

the fake 
which covers the emptiness 
is the loss 
in the 2nd instance of the 
distraction. Gloucester too 

is out of her mind and 
is now indistinguishable from 
the USA. 

(M III 204) 
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Still life I public sphere 

Olson 's career as a poet begins with his departure from the world of 
organized national politics. This move was not the result of an "aesthetic" 
decision per se-unless aisthesis be taken in its older sense, as Olson would 
come to see it: as sensory link between interior and exterior worlds (thus 
the correspondence between individual and historical tides mentioned in 
Olson 's "good-b ye to all that" poem, "T he K"). The political organs of 
containment and opposition Olson worked for in Washington prior to 
1945 took on a new function in the postwar dawning of "the American 
century" (a term whose imperialist overtones echo back to the pax romana). 
"I am no Greek, " ends "The Kingfishers," ''.And of course, no Roman." 
From Greek polis to Roman republic -turned -empire to modern nation, 
heterogeneous yet imperializing: what remains of this sequenc e of state
forms? What is recuperable beyond traces of their exoskeletal supports, 
scattered as stones at the sites of their extensions across the world? 
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In his book on modern and premodern political formations, Claude Lefort 
charts the development of symbolic power inherent in the identification 
of society with a corporeal body. He notes that "the democratic revolution, 
for so long subterranean, burst out when the body of the king was 
destroyed, when the body politic was decapitated and when, at the same 
time, the corporeality of the social was dissolved"; in modern democracies, 
"there is no power linked to a body. Power appears as an empty place" 
(303). The virruality of the modern democratic state-form lies in its 
character as "a body without organs," in Deleuze and Guattari's phrase, a 
"crowded void" lacking a center and continually contested by agencies of 
fulfillment . The success with which the boundary-agency of entropic capital 
is able to run through this dissipative structure is a measure not of the 
latter's incorporeal nature , but of the disincorporation of the individuals/ 
objects ("the unit the smallest there is" M 623) that constitute it. 

the problem is then whether 
a Federal organization 

or organization at all except as it comes 
directly in the form of 
the War of the World 
is anything 
(M II 198) 

After world war, the intensities focused in the struggle against fascism do 
not simply dissipate; they disperse and refocus, challenging the limits of 
the democratic state-form. 
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The public as phantasmic environment , a chamber of echoes. Olson's 
insistence on words as actions involves a theory both of signification and 
of action. Just as the act of speaking or writing within a given space will 
tend to reorganize the hidden givenness of chat space, redistributing the 
points or nodes of its social composition, so action, as Olson understood 
it from his reading of Melville, tends to proceed in ics organizations from 
a place of concealed repose-a "calm," a waiting "passivity" that collects 
in pockets within fields of turbulence: eye of che vortex. That the action 
of writing is predicated on a moment of inertia has consequences for the 
ways in which it means, for its entrance into the world's spaces. 

light signals & mass points 
normal mappings of 

inertia & every possible action 

change 
(M III 133) 

I looked up and saw 
its truth 
through everything 

of aether and of 

sewn in & binding 
each seam 
(M 564) 

The virtual reality of matter 's emergence from potentia, diagrammed in 
Olson's poetics of mapping-forth. "Into the Diagram,"-as, in Peirce's 
phrase, "an Icon of intelligible relations" (252) . 
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The republic as resonant body whose emptiness enables its writing -n ot 
as a filling of that space, not as fulfillment, but as a concretizing of the 
invisible within it (rather than of the abstract "matters" of pragmatism 's 
givens). If ideology is what disallows the seeing of what lies before us (ob 
viam = in the way), then hearing those lies as history's echoes is what art 
may permit . 
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Bona Dea I Athena Polais 

It is clear that if the republic is a written body, it is a sexualized, naturalized 
one at that. The "res puberte" of sexual maturity hinted at in Olson's 
definition of politics in the letter to Maud is extended in the "Definit ions" 
essay to include among the roots of "polis" the Larin for "pelvis"-"w hich 
means a basin fr which our meaning of pelvis comes" -as well as, by way 
of Sanskrit, the words for "cleanse," "purify," and "fire" (not to mention 
ur- itself, the "original place"): "THE FIRE-CLEANSED FULL PLACE 
OF THE FIRE, THE PURE PLACE ist POLIS." This ideal intersection 
of sexual and sacred, situating the place of politics within the female body, 
is alluded to further in the poem (M III 11) equating "Bona Dea" and 
"Athena Polais," the Roman goddess of fertility and the Greek goddess in 
her role as protector of the city, and later in the extension of nature as 
culture, natural history as the history of polis, in the proposition "the city 
I is only the beginning of the earth the earth / is the world." From 
"republic, " then, we can trace a direct lineage to the "Mother Earth 

alone" (M III 226) that is Olson's compulsive focus in the late poems 
of Maximus, an ecological extension of the notion of polity that gives full 
weight to all citizen-denizens of the earth. In that extension, too, Olson 
hopes to relocate the "feminine" principle that has eluded him in previous 
addresses to an overly narrow conception of the "political." 
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The political science necessary for recuperating neglected citizenries in an 
all-too-human universe is the subject of Olson 's strange, hilarious 1958 
performance, "Rufus Woodpecker," a visionary sortie into the televisual 
vocab.ulary of frantic blandness saturating the Eisenhower years: 

Rufus Woodpecker visited the President 
today. The subject of their discussion 
was foreign policy. He advised 

that bi-partisanship must be replaced 
by symbios is, or else .... 
On all hands there is 

the thought that though normally, 
and normally, the, and in certain 
seasons, not eat, and actually 

the young are born, 
Rufus Woodpecker wouldn't 
come near these shores ... 
(CP 451) 

This satiric reinscription of an ecological worldview on to the glossy 
mediatized surfaces of corporate representation ("where states previously 
boasted/ they had democratized creation") goes beyond satire; it amounts 
to a detournement, to use the Situationist term, of America's dominant 
image-discourse in order to rescue "an earth of actual value" from it. The 
woodpecker , last seen as "the representative of the rest of creation/ nesting 
inside the Mouth of the nation, and pecking / broccoli out of it, clearly 
concerne d/ that ifhe went any deeper he was apt to find more/ foodstuff 
buried in the Defrost " is both frozen-vegetable corporate icon (Birds-eye?) 
and ambassador from a world where "union is possible" and all inhabitants 
begin "chirping excitedly at the approach of each other. " Thus Rufus's 
arrival may signal a climatic return to the Ice Age, or herald the coming of 
a global warming in interspecies relations. 
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The counterparts of these happy 'coons in "The Gonfalon Raised Tonight," 
written at the same time and with a similar appropriationist twist, appear 
as teen gang-members from the grim-faced world of Time magazine 
reporting: 

They declar e 

no interest whatsoever 
in the state of the world, 
demark the nation as turf 
on which it will be as they say 
or it won't be any longer 

allowed to go undisturbed by 
their active attention. 
(CP 449) 

"Human Universe": "it behooves man now not to separate himself too 
jauntily from any of nature's creatures" (1 O). And nature as human , now, 

1s no more 
than man's 
acquisition or improvement 
of her-or at least his entrance 
into her picture 
(M III 203) 

- a picture that nonetheless holds him captive. 
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Another citizen of the earth, appearing in Volume III of Maximus, is the 
star-nosed mole (Condylura cristata) from "West Gloucester" (M III 26). 
Maximus encounters chis creature, discombobulated ("probably . 
knocked in the head"), in the middle of the highway: 

actually fighting all the time, 
with its fore-paws at 
the lovely mushroom growth 
of its nose, snow-ball flake pink flesh 
of a gentian ... 

like a flower dizzy 
with its own self ... 

itself into the 

pavement 

drilling 

The futility of chis burrower's dazed attempts to spiral itself into the road 
clearly resonates for Maximus (the poet-historian as mole, "batted on the 
head " by accident; its spiralling motion reenacted in chose lace poems 
where the lines whorl in upon themselves, following the flower-vortex ; 
the mole as spy, descrying the earth's secrets, seeking the underworld). 
The attraction of the image is perhaps too clearly thematic, indeed, unless 
we consider chat the freak magnetization posited as "what was wrong" 
with the creature ("chat the highway / had magnetized the poor thing") is 
as exact an instance of illocutionary performance as anything in Maximus. 
The poem 's elements , with chis stroke, configure in a total assembly. 

If I twist West I curl into the tightest Rose, if right 
into the Color of the Ease ... 

in chis aspect the Nacion 
turns now to its Perfection. (M III 106) 
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In its third sense the "mole" is the causeway (Route 128 from Boston) 
built to reach form er islands Tyre/Gloucester (for analogously imperial 
purposes , in Maximus's view), and thus the very highway whose 
magnetizing agency distracts its namesake . It is in chis sense chat "it does 
cake a mole to join Gloucester to the Nation" (M III 225). 
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Feminine 
Writing so that all the World 
is redeemed, and history 
and all that politics, 
and "State" and Subjection 
are for once, done away with, 

as the reason 
of Writing 

(Archaeologist of Morning) 

Olson 's much-vaunted return to the "feminine" in the last decade of his 
career has been read in a variety of ways. From the perspective of writing 
the republic, one thing is clear: the public matters of attention to polis 
that preoccupy the Maxim us of the early poems, that return in inverted 
form in the satires of the late fifties, and that acquire their widest environ
mental context in the late work-these singularly and resonantl y lack a 
context that acknowledges women except in mythological-archetypical 
terms. Yet "the fire-cleansed full place" of the polis is preeminently a female 
topos, as are various of the most prominent landmarks that increasingly 
become the poet 's mainstays in an ever-cloudier phenomenal world. What 
to make of the links between female-coded environmental power and male
coded political address in these lace poems? How can such links be used to 

address the political problem that informs Maximus throughout, "the 
democratic proposition " hinted at in its epigraph? Might the idea of "the 
feminine" as symbolic debt , to use Andrew Ross's formulation, speak in 
Olson's work to the symbolically empty space that Lefort locates at the 
vacuum center of the modern democratic state-form? 

care of such an order 
love itself was put down as over
ably, as, if she chose and she had 
still no choice to organize 
every thing 
(M 566) 
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In the early-fifties essay entitled "C ulture and Revolution ," printed in this 
issue, Olson addresses and embodies the paradoxes of organization as they 
relate to the problem of locating poetry 's task: "inside totality , where are 
we, who are we?" (italics added) . Totaliry, Olson intimates, can be taken 
in two divergent senses: on che one hand it is the System, the "goods" that 
evacuate value and lead in the end to systemic suicide by commodification 
-organization as death, totalitarianism (exemplified in the model of the 
concentration camp); on the other it is "the work," the active principle of 
making that includes working toward the society to come-organization 
as art and as the democratic proposition. Olson sees totality in postwar 
term s as "culture" rather than (politico-economic) "revolution"; yet there 
is a "revolution of culture" that must speak to the Good after the ruin 
wrought by commodification . The question he poses is whether, again, 
totality can be rescued ("inverted") to its second sense of aesthetic-politi
cal work , the social body to come . In this essay, Olson contrasts the possible 
approaches to this question in terms of a (European) "ideality" and an 
(American) pragmatism , arguing for the necessity of developing a relativ
ist, skeptical basis for the democratic totality that nonetheless presses the 
question of the good within it, as alternative to it, finding place and name 
for it, without lapsing into the idealisms that motivate "aristocrats " or 
saints of spirit such as Simone Weil. It is in the light of this position that 
the question of the "feminine" needs co be taken up in considering the 
later work. 
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Added co 
making a Republic 
in gloom on Wacchhouse 
Point 

an actual earth of value to 

construct one, from rhythm to 

image, and image is knowing, and 
knowing, Confucius says, brings one 
to the goal: nothing is possible without 
doing it. It is where the test lies, malgre 
all the thought and all the pell-mell of 
proposing it. Or chinking it out or living it 
ahead of time. 
(M III 190) 

An interesting moment in The Republic occurs when Socrates muses on 
the absurdity of the phrase "master of himself, " reasoning chat self-mastery 
must equally imply self-subjection; he rescues the concept by positing a 
hierarchy of good and bad elements , requiring regulation , within the 
person-the singular totality of which can be reduced neither to its 
uniqueness nor to its metaphoric collectivization. Self-control allegorized 
as imperial policing of the body 's unruly subjects. The king 's two bodies; 
the state's despotic body; democracy 's nobody. It is the degree to which 
Olson's lace republic of writing resists hierarchy in favor of an attention to 
the dynamics of embodied change chat his work seeks and states its own 
value. It is the degree to which the spaces it maps out remain empty, 
homogeneous-occlusions of a singular bodily template-chat it leaves 
asymptotic limits for reading to trace . 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

WILL ALEXANDER has recently been published in Hambone, Exquisite Corpse, 
First Intensity, Prosodia,juxta, Sulfur and W'O. Also, poetic collaboration with the 
visual artist Barbara Benish, in her catalogue Apokalypsa, out of Prague, as well as 
poetry written for the CD cover of the vocal group Alien Cake from Cologne, 
Germany. A book of tales recently published , Arcane Lavender Morals, and two 
books of poem s forthcoming, The Stratospheric Canticles, and Asia & Haiti . 

EDWARD DORN is the author of numerous books of poetry and prose, rhe most 
recent of which areABHORRENCES ( 1990) and Way West-Stories, Essays & Verse 
Accounts: 1963-1993 ( 1993), both from Black Sparrow Press. During the Eighties, 
he edited, along with Jennifer Dunbar Dorn and Peter Michelson, the literary 
newspaper Rolling Stock. He is currently rhe Director of the Creative Writing 
Program at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Last year he moved from Boulder 
down the road to Denver. The selection s in this issue are from a manu script 
entitled Langue d'OcAround the Cloe, schedu led to be published by Black Sparrow 
Press in the fall of 1995. 

DREW GARDNER'S The Cover was recently published by Leave Books. He is 
currently living in San Francisco. 

JEFF GBUREK: "JeffGburek , once born in Buffalo, would have left sooner than 
Destiny planned hadn 't Poetry's decapitations intervened . FollowingJack Clarke 's 
advice, he debarked through Hippo and grew green in a Dogon cave, where 
appeared a skateboard with one wheel so worn down by dreaming it could only 
go in Sprials, despite hearing cries of 'flat' on all sides. A conspirator in a 
multiphasic overthrow of self with Halliday Dresser, publisher of 'Aql, his third 
pamphlet with Ben Friedlander, Negative Theology, is slouching toward Bethlehem 
Steel to be burned . A systems analyst for the Bland Corporation, he has one of his 
thighbones deposited in the care of a transvestite etruscan priest(ess) who flutes 
tibetanesquely on it under the arcades in Bologna. The excerpts herein come from 
his Canzoniere, a hypnerotom achia whose milk-rotten core is still in the making 
because 'we haven't puked our kirsch guts our enough nor learned druidic 
deconstruction so well we can and cannot be unkinged by affection.' He lives in 
Montreal currently with the Canadian painter Suzanne Hatt." 

PETER GIZZI'S most recent books are Periplum (Avec Books), Music for Films 
(paradigm ), and Hours of the Book (Zasrerle). He is currently editing Jack Spicer's 
lectures for publication. 
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LISA HOUSTON lives in Norman, Oklahoma, and has chapbooks forthcoming 
from Leave Books and French Broad Press. 

NICK LAWRENCE is a doctoral candidate in the Poetics Program at the State 
University of New York at Buffalo. Prior to his institutionalization there he was 
a co-founding member of the Common/wealth The ater Collaborative in Boston. 
He was included in editions herisson's Three Poets issued this year. 

JESSICA LOWENTHAL : "With Sianne Ngai I co-edit Blackbread, which we 
started in Providence in 1992. Currently I am living in Iowa City. I received a BA 
from Brown University." 

KEVIN MAGEE 'S book, TEDIUM DRUM, is just out from Lyric & in San 
Francisco. 

MARK MCMORRIS is a poet/writer living in Providence, Rhode Island. H e has 
published fiction and poetry in journals in the U.S. and is the author of Palinurus 
Suite, a book of poetry (paradigm press, 1992). 

CHARLES OLSON was born in 1910 in Worcester , Massachusetts and was a 
leading poet and theorist of the post-World War II avant-garde. From 1951 to 
1956 he was director of Black Mountain College, an experimental school for the 
arts. Olson died in 1970. His manuscript s are held by the Unive rsity of Connecti
cut Library, Storrs . Olson 's Collected Poems, Maximus Poems, and Selected Poems 
are available from the University of California Press. A volume of Selected Writings 
is available from New Directions Press. 

PAM REHM 'S manuscript To Give It Up won a National Poetry Series award in 
1994 and will be published next year by Sun & Moon Press. 

JEROME ROTHENBERG 'S latest book of poems, Gematria, was published this 
year by Sun & Moon Press. His Lorca Variations and translation (with Pierre Joris) 
of Poems Performance Pieces Proses Plays Poetics by Kurt Schwitters won PEN 
literary awards in 1993. He and Joris are working on a two-volume global 
anthology of twentieth-century poetry (Poems for the Millennium), rhe first 
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He currently reaches ar San Francisco State University and the University of San 
Francisco. 
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this spring from New Directions, as is a "Selected Poems," ent itled By the Bias of 
Sound, from Talisma n House . 

CHRIS STROFFOLINO: "In lieu of a length y 'Song of My Subject Position ' it 
should be noted that [Chris Stroffolino] when he is not a Bourgeois individual 
(and even sometimes when he is) is one of millions of Americans without adequate 
health and dental care. And if that 's not enough, he also has recent poems and 
essays in Avec, lift, CB, Generator. Pavement Saw press publi shed Oops and Aerial/ 
Edge will publi sh Cusps in early 1995. " 

SUSAN THACKREY lives in San Franc isco; other recent work has appeared in 
Avec, Mandorla, and Talisman. 
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